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Abstract
Given unpredictable pathogen pressures caused by changing climatic patterns, plant breeders aim
to breed crop varieties with durable resistance to multiple plant pathogens. Understanding the
genetic basis of multiple disease resistance will aid in this endeavor. Maize inbred NY22613,
developed at Cornell University, have shown resistance to northern leaf blight (NLB), gray leaf
spot (GLS), common rust, and Stewart’s wilt (SW). A BC3S3 bi-parental mapping population
(resistant inbred NY22613 and susceptible inbred Oh7B) was used to map the QTLs responsible
for disease resistance. The analysis revealed that 16 quantitative trait loci (QTL) were associated
with NLB resistance, 17 QTL with GLS resistance and 16 QTL with SW resistance. No QTL were
colocalized for all three diseases. Three QTL were shared for NLB and GLS and one QTL was
shared for GLS and SW. To select individuals with multiple disease resistance, we demonstrated
a selection method that uses phenotypic data, QTL data and high density marker information in a
cluster analysis, designated the high density marker phenotype (HEMP) QTL selection strategy.

A differential expression study was conducted using susceptible inbred Oh7B and resistant inbred
NY22613 in both field and greenhouse conditions, to identify genes that are differentially
expressed when inoculated with Setosphaeria turcica (NLB). The Zm00001d024772 gene
(unknown function in maize) was differentially expressed between the uninoculated and inoculated

Oh7B

in

field

Zm00001d008951,

and

greenhouse

Zm00001d033623,

conditions.

Zm00001d027691,

Zm00001d021770

and

Zm00001d011152,

Zm00001d034421

were

differentially expressed in response to NLB inoculation in NY22613 in field and greenhouse
conditions. None have a previously known function in maize, but Zm00001d033623 plays a major
role in rice disease immunity. QTL analyses implicates liguleless1 to be associated with disease
resistance to GLS and SW and the differential expression study implicates liguleless1 gene to be
associated with disease resistance for NLB. This suggests that liguleless1 is an important candidate
gene for multiple disease resistance.

Direct-to-consumer genetic testing companies conduct low cost genotyping and genome
sequencing for humans. This has led to the public having access to their genomic data more than
ever before. Quantitative genetics is essential to understand genomic data. Science communication
of quantitative genetics to the public is an under-explored strategy to address this issue. The story
of quantitative genetics in humans is ugly due to its eugenic origins, however, the story of
quantitative genetics in agriculture is inspiring. Using the achievements of quantitative genetics in
agriculture, key concepts can be communicated to a diverse audience. Further, the quantitative
genetics methods used in plant and animal breeding are being used in human genomic data. This
necessitates plant and animal breeders/geneticists to participate in the communication of
quantitative genetic methods to the public, so that the public can make informed decisions with
their genomic data.
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PREFACE
Maize (Zea mays L.) is one of the major cereal crops and its production is affected by a number of
plant pathogens. In the 21 st century, the rise of genomics has enabled plant breeders to use genomic
tools to understand the genetic basis of disease resistance and breed for this trait. These genomic
tools have also been used in animal breeding. The genomic tools that are developed in animal
breeding can be easily translated to plant breeding and vice versa. These developments in genomics
make one wonder if these tools could also be used in human genetics. The thought of using
genomic tools developed for efficient discrimination in plant and animal breeding in human
genetics raises questions about ethics, regulation and public awareness.

In this dissertation, I describe use of a biparental mapping population to map the disease resistance
loci present in maize inbred NY22613, which was developed using traditional breeding methods.
I also discuss the modern genomic methods to understand the genetic basis of disease resistance
in NY22613. Following the genomics of the disease resistance in maize, I delve into the science
communication aspects of quantitative genetics for humans. This is important because the public
is largely unaware of the developments in the field of genomics and understanding quantitative
genetics will aid in correct interpretation of direct-to-consumer genetic tests.

The first chapter describes the rationale for this study and provides background on the genetic
basis of multiple disease resistance. It discusses the complex nature of the plant immune system
and then delves into the relationship between the maize genome and plant pathogens. Results are
presented for three large QTL mapping studies that dealt with resistance to northern leaf blight,
Stewart’s wilt and gray leaf spot. A new method is described for selecting families from a mapping
xvi

population that are important for multiple disease resistance. This method uses the phenotypic
data, high density SNP marker data and QTL data to select for families that are resistant to multiple
diseases and is termed as HEMP (High dEnsity Marker Phenotype) QTL analysis.

The second chapter describes the results from differential expression analysis of northern leaf
blight resistant maize inbred NY22613 and susceptible maize inbred Oh7B. The analyses were
conducted both in greenhouse and field conditions, since disease phenotypes and resistances can
vary from the greenhouse to the field. The differential expression studies were followed by a series
of gene ontology studies in which functions of the differentially expressed genes were analyzed.

The third chapter delves into the need to communicate quantitative genetics to the public and how
the success stories in plant genetics can contribute to communicating quantitative genetics to a
wider audience. This chapter starts by describing advances in low-cost genome sequencing and its
effects on genetic studies. This is followed by a discussion of the differences between using
genome wide association studies as a research tool as opposed to a diagnostic tool. Genome-wide
association approaches are used in direct-to-consumer genetic testing and can result in
misdiagnosis of major diseases such as cancer and heart disease. Following this is a discussion of
how quantitative genetics science communication could help in improving the experience of
people using direct-to-consumer testing. Finally, the chapter closes with a discussion of regulation
of genomic technologies.

The fourth and final chapter is a synthesis of results and understandings from the first three
chapters.

xvii

CHAPTER 1

GENETIC BASIS OF MULTIPLE DISEASE RESISTANCE IN MAIZE INBRED
NY22613 USING QTL ANALYSIS AND A NOVEL SELECTION STRATEGY FOR
FINE MAPPING MULTIPLE DISEASE RESISTANCE

1.1 Rationale and Background

Plant diseases are a major threat to global food production. It was estimated that plant diseases
caused a crop loss of about 4-14% worldwide (Oerke et al. 2006). The United States is the largest
producer of maize (Zea mays L.) and contributes about 40% to the global maize production. In the
year 2013, U.S. and Ontario in Canada produced a record amount of maize, estimated at 14.2
billion bushels (NASS, 2015). New York State produced about 334 million bushels. Despite this
record production, 1.1 billion bushels of maize were still lost to plant diseases (Wise, 2014). Maize
diseases can be classified as root rots, seedling blights, stalk rots, ear rots and mycotoxin-producing
fungal diseases. Among these, the most devastating were the leaf diseases, collectively causing a
yield reduction of about 479.2 million bushels in the year 2013 (Wise, 2014). Among the leaf
diseases, northern leaf blight (NLB) caused by Setosphaeria turcica (Luttrell) Leonard and Suggs
(anamorph Exserohilum turcicum) resulted in the highest yield reduction of about 132.3 million
bushels (Wise, 2014).

The United States and Canada have faced significant economic losses due to plant diseases.
However, current losses due to plant diseases in these regions are not as significant as in the
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tropical and equatorial regions. In Africa, crop losses due to diseases varied between 15 and 50%,
whereas the global average of losses due to plant diseases was estimated to be only 9% (Fajemisin,
1986). Plant pathogens thrive in the warmer regions since they are ideal for the survival and
reproduction of plant pathogens. For example, Setosphaeria turcica sexually reproduces in
Uganda, resulting in the generation of new pathogen races (Martin, 2011).

Our knowledge about global crop losses due to plant diseases is very limited for several reasons.
Some of the most important reasons are different data collection techniques followed by different
research institutions and most of the smallholder farmers in the developing world do not quantify
their yield or losses since their produce is mostly used for personal consumption (PinstrupAndersen, 2000). This poses a serious problem when it comes to designing a global strategy to
combat plant pathogens (Yudelman et al. 1999).

Understanding the genetic basis of disease resistance in maize is important to breed for maize
varieties and hybrids that are resistant to diseases. Since chemical management of diseases is
expensive, the most widely used strategy to manage maize diseases is using genetic resistance
(Ferguson and Carson 2007). In order to study the genetic basis of inheritance of a trait,
traditionally geneticists have generated mapping populations to identify the regions of the genome
that are important for the specific trait using quantitative trait locus (QTL) mapping. This can be
followed by fine mapping or messenger RNA expression studies, which will eventually lead to
identification of alleles that contribute to disease resistance in plants. Due to the recent
developments in reduced cost expression studies and reverse genetics studies like the CRISPRCas9 gene knockout technique, identifying genes responsible for a certain trait is much faster and
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more efficient than in previous years. Thus understanding the biology of disease resistance can aid
breeders to generate cultivars that have more durable resistance to plant pathogens for their
respective breeding target locations. Additionally, understanding the genetic basis of multiple
disease resistance in maize will help us obtain deeper insights into the molecular basis of plant
pathogen interactions and genetic control of correlated traits.

1.1.1

Complex nature of plant immunity to pathogens

In contrast to vertebrates, plants do not have adaptive immunity where macrophages or T-cells
circulate throughout the plant system and provide immunity against pathogens. Resistance to
pathogens is less complex but more specific in plants. Plants achieve immune responses that are
highly specific to pathogen targets without a circulatory system and mobile immune response cells.
They also achieve minimal self-reactivity and often a lifelong immune memory. The plant immune
system is comprised of innate immunity where each cell detects the signals that are emitted by
pathogens. The innate immunity in plants can be classified into pathogen associated molecular
patterns triggered immunity (PTI) and effector triggered immunity (ETI) (reviewed by Spoel &
Dong, 2012). PTI is triggered when pattern recognition receptors in plants recognize
microbe/pathogen associated molecular patterns (MAMPs/PAMPs) in pathogens and result in
immune responses. However pathogens have evolved to suppress these immune responses by
injecting effector molecules or virulence factors targeting proteins that contribute to these immune
responses. Plants overcome these effector molecule initiated pathogenies using ETI (reviewed by
Jones et al. 2006). Immune memory and systemic immunity are achieved by plants through several
pathways involved in a phenomenon known as systemic acquired resistance (SAR). In SAR, plants
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accumulate salicylic acid (SA) and result in local hypersensitive response when infected with plant
pathogens (Ross, 1961).

Genetic resistance to plant pathogens was first explained by Flor (1956) through the gene for gene
hypothesis, which stated that for every avirulence (Avr) gene in the pathogen (effector gene) there
should be a resistance (R) gene in the plant to achieve a successful resistance reaction. However,
there are a virtually infinite number of effector molecules in the plant pathogen microbiome and
the finite genome size of plants does not support this hypothesis.

The guard hypothesis proposes that R genes in plants are capable of detecting the effector
molecules by not recognizing them directly, but by recognizing the signals from the target
molecules of these effector molecules. Thus a finite number of R genes in the plant genome can
indirectly detect the virtually infinite number of effector molecules (Van Der Biezen et al. 1998).
R genes have a distinct structure in the plant genome. They occur in clusters, are mostly formed
of tandem genes and have higher recombination frequency than the rest of the genome
(Baumgarten et al. 2003). It has been hypothesized that this high recombination frequency leads
to the formation of new R genes, which results in the coevolution of plants with pathogens (Pryor,
1994). R genes provide highly effective disease resistance to plants and are associated with
qualitative disease resistance. R genes play a major role in contributing to disease resistance of
several biotrophic and hemibiotrophic pathogens. However, there is no evidence that resistance to
necrotrophic pathogens is contributed by R genes with the exception of Arabidopsis thaliana (L.)
Heynh. RESISTANCE TO LEPTOSPHAERIA MACULANS 3 (RLM3). This gene codes for a
Toll/interleukin 1 receptor domain R-protein and is associated with resistance to several
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necrotrophs. Reactive oxygen species, hypersensitive response and autophagy contribute to the
resistance in necrotrophs but they have contrasting roles in response to biotrophs (Staal et al.
2008).

Resistance to necrotrophic pathogens is associated with production of various secondary
metabolites, antimicrobial peptides, hormones, ethylene, host specific toxins, cell wall degrading
enzymes (CWDE), salicylic acid (SA) , abscisic acid (ABA), jasmonic acid (JA), reactive oxygen
species, callose and various other cell wall modifications. The kinetics and timing of these
responses are complex and vary depending on pathogens (Reviewed by Mengiste, 2012). It is
important to note that some of these immune responses are also associated with resistance to
biotrophic and hemibiotrophic pathogens. Additionally, not all the immune responses are
unfavorable to pathogens of all modes of actions. For example, cell death through hypersensitive
response, while resulting in a resistance reaction to several biotrophic pathogens, improves the
susceptibility of plants to Botrytis cinerea, (de Bary) Whetzel) a necrotrophic pathogen in
arabidopsis (Govrin et al. 2002). High levels of SA cause resistance reactions when infected by
most hemobiotrophic pathogen but resulted in susceptibility to a necrotrophic pathogen (Ferrari et
al. 2003; Veronese et al. 2004).

Hemibiotrophic pathogens have an early biotrophic stage followed by a necrotrophic stage.
Hypersensitive response is effective against hemibiotrophic pathogens, unlike necrotrophic
pathogens (Jia et al. 2000; Vleeshouwers et al. 2000). Production of reactive oxygen species by
plants are effective for both hemibiotrophic and necrotrophic pathogens (Gorvin et al. 2002).
Increased production of SA causes resistance to hemibiotrophic pathogens and susceptibility to
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necrotrophic pathogens (Veronese et al. 2004). These studies suggest that multiple virulence
mechanisms in different modes of pathogens lead to complex immune mechanisms in plants.
Despite this complexity, plants do exhibit a significant differentiation in immune response based
on mode of pathogenesis.

Plants can also achieve transgenerational immunity. Since plant gametes arise from somatic cells,
unlike the preset embryonic germ line in animals, stress induced somatic homologous
recombination in a portion of plant cells can generate gametes that can be successfully transmitted
to the next generation. This transgenerational immunity has been demonstrated in Arabidopsis
thaliana (Ries et al. 2000).

1.1.2

The maize genome and pathogens

Maize has a medium plant genome size of ~ 2.3 GB, however its complexity is exemplified by the
unusually high activity of transposable elements. About 85% of the maize genome is comprised
of hundreds of families of transposable elements (Schnable et al. 2009). Maize also demonstrates
immense diversity. Two maize lines chosen at random are more genetically diverse on average
than humans and chimpanzees (Buckler, 2006). The B73 maize genome has been sequenced and
more than ~ 32000 genes have been detected. However, sequencing of 503 maize lines indicated
that the maize pan-genome has an additional 8681 expressed genes that were absent in the genome
of maize inbred B73 (Hirsch et al. 2014).
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Pathogens and host plants undergo a coevolutionary arms race. This alternation of resistance and
susceptibility has been demonstrated in various plant pathogen interactions (reviewed by Anderson
et al. 2010). In the case of maize, sexual reproduction might play a major role in the survival of
the crop despite multiple pathogen pressures across generations. Evolutionary advantages of
sexual reproduction have been discussed by several authors (Fisher, 1930; Muller, 1932, Smith,
1978). The red queen hypothesis proposes that sexual reproduction enables organisms like maize
to keep pace with both changes in their environment and threats like pathogens by constantly
altering their genomes (Van Valen 1973; Bell 1982).

Models on cycling of alleles in sexual reproduction suggest that host genotypes that are rare
survive when pathogens demonstrate more virulence. In other words, when there is an increased
pathogen pressure, only the resistant individuals survive and they will be a small portion of the
general population. Fisher hypothesized that sexual reproduction helps in the spread of
advantageous alleles (1930). Recombination can help plants to achieve disease resistance since
sexual reproduction results in plants fixing advantageous mutations (R genes) and eliminating
detrimental mutations (Avr or S genes) in finite populations. R genes have a distinct structure in
the maize genome. They occur as tandem genes and have higher recombination rates than the rest
of the genome. It has also been hypothesized that pathogen pressure has contributed to fixation of
recombination itself (which can be considered as a quantitative trait like disease resistance).

Some of the R –genes that condition resistance to a given pathogen in maize have been found in
other plant species as well. For example, the same pathogen that causes NLB in maize,
Setosphaeria turcica, also attacks sorghum (Sorghum bicolor (L.) Moench) and Brassica species.
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The (St) genes that cause resistance to the pathogen in sorghum were found to be evolutionarily
conserved in multiple plant species including maize and brassica. In sorghum, three pairs of six St
genes encoding nucleotide-binding leucine-rich repeats (NB-LRR) were found on chromosome 5
and were known to cause resistance reactions to S. turcica treatment. However, S.turcica seems to
favor pathogenesis towards maize rather than sorghum or brassica. S.turcica that affected both
brassica and maize were analyzed and 628 maize-specific protein groups, including a number of
potential effectors, were found to be secreted by the NLB pathogen. Thus, plant resistance to
pathogens goes beyond the genome of a single plant species.

Breeders use R gene mediated resistance widely to combat plant pathogens due to the strength of
the resistance genes against the pathogens. This type of resistance is also referred to as qualitative
resistance. Wisser et al. (2006) catalogued all the qualitative resistance genes that had been
identified in maize and found that at least 17 qualitative resistance genes had been mapped in
diverse maize lines for diseases including maize streak virus, NLB, southern rust (Puccinia
polysora Underw.) and common rust (Puccinia sorghi Schwein). Despite their wide use, only six
R genes that are known to impart genetic resistance to plant diseases in maize have been cloned.
This is mainly because map-based cloning is usually a time consuming and an expensive research
activity (Moose and Mumm, 2008). These genes are Rp1, Rp3, Rcg1, HM1, Rxo1 and Htn1
(Collins et al. 1999; Webb, 2002; Frey et al. 2011; Johal & Briggs, 1992; Leach & Hulbert, 2005;
Hurni et al. 2015).

Genetic resistance to many maize diseases is largely quantitative (intermediate) in nature. About
437 QTLs were identified to provide resistance to 19 different maize diseases in the study
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conducted by Wisser et al. (2006). These disease QTLs (dQTLs) are spread across both arms of
all ten maize chromosomes. These dQTLs might contain gene clusters that result in quantitative
resistance to diseases. The molecular mechanisms that control quantitative resistance are poorly
understood in maize.

Even though R-genes have been successfully used in breeding disease resistant crop varieties, the
lack of durability of R-genes over time has been a major issue for breeders. Pathogens tend to
overcome the host resistance conferred by R-genes more quickly than the host resistance conferred
by dQTLs. Most R-genes are also race specific. When the Ug99 race of stem rust (Puccinia
graminis f.sp. tritici Erikss. & Henning, Z. Pflanzenkrankh) in wheat was first discovered, the lack
of R-genes for the pathogen race at that time generated an international panic (Singh et al. 2011).
Similarly, in maize a number of NLB resistance-related genes such as Ht, Ht2, and Htn1 have been
demonstrated to be race specific. In an environment with unpredictable pathogen pressures, it is
highly risky to use R-genes for disease resistance or multiple disease resistance.

In a meta-analysis of 50 publications that were related to various maize disease resistance studies,
it was found that disease resistance QTL were distributed among all ten chromosomes in maize
and covered about 89% of the genetic map to which the data were anchored (Wisser et al. 2006).
Nested association mapping (NAM) for northern leaf blight showed that 29 QTL, some of them
with multiple alleles, were responsible for NLB resistance in maize (Poland et al. 2011). Sixteen
QTL were found to be associated with GLS disease resistance (Benson et al. 2015). QTL mapping
using joint linkage and stepwise regression analysis in the NAM population in the US and China
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showed that 49 QTL were associated with SLB resistance and 48 QTL were associated with NLB
resistance (Li et al. 2018).

However, sometimes disease resistance seems to be governed by colocalization of both R-gene
and dQTLs in multiple crop systems like rice, potato and maize (Wang et al. 1994; Gebhardt and
Valkonen. 2001, Xiao et al. 2007). One of the hypotheses for this occurrence is that QRLs might
be weaker forms of R-genes. Understanding the relationship between QRLs and R-genes in
contributing to durable disease resistance is of major interest.

1.1.3

Multiple Disease Resistance in Maize

Multiple disease resistance (MDR) is defined as host plant resistance to two or more diseases. This
definition includes both partial and complete resistance, but not non-host disease resistance. MDR
can be either qualitative or quantitative resistance. MDR is a valuable but rare trait in plant
breeding (Wiesner-Hanks and Nelson, 2016).

Genetic control of correlated traits like multiple disease resistance is hypothesized to be due to
linkage of multiple genes or pleiotropy (Bernardo, 2010). Linkage of some 14 closely linked loci
at the Rp1 locus (Rp1A to Rp1N) has been identified to cause resistance to common rust in maize.
These loci were initially considered to be allelic but later suspected to be closely linked loci (Hagan
and Hooker 1965; Hooker 1985; Hulbert and Bennetzen 1991). A similar locus named Rp3 (Rp3a
to RP3f) on Chromosome 3 is associated with rust resistance and also speculated to be associated
with virus resistance in maize (Redinbaugh et al. 2003).
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Pleiotropy refers to the effect of a gene on more than one phenotype. Pleiotropic QTLs that
contribute to multiple disease resistance are less common or more difficult to identify than the
multiple QTLs contributing to disease resistance. However, evidence for MDR in plants governed
by pleiotropy has been demonstrated in various crops in different studies. The Lr34 gene in wheat
(Triticum aestivum L.) was found to be associated with resistance against leaf rust (Puccinia
triticina (= P. recondita Roberge ex Desmaz. f. sp. tritici.)), stripe rust (Puccinia striiformis
Westend.), and powdery mildew (Blumeria graminis (DC.) Speer f. sp. tritici (Em. Marchal))
(Sucher et al. 2017). A family of germin-like proteins were found to be associated with sheath
blight (Rhizoctonia solani AG1-1A Kühn (Teleomorph: Thanatephorus cucumeris (A. B. Frank)
Donk.)) and rice blast disease (Magnaporthe oryzae H. Barr, (anamorph: Pyricularia oryzae C.
Saccardo)) in rice (Oryza sativa L.) (Manosalva et al. 2009). The glutathione S transferase (GST)
gene was found to be associated with modest levels of resistance to southern leaf blight (SLB)
(anamorph: Bipolaris maydis (teleomorph: Cochliobolus heterostrophus), NLB and gray leaf spot
(GLS) ((Cercospora zeae-maydis) Tehon and Daniels) (Wisser et al. 2011). The pan1 gene was
implicated for resistance to NLB and Stewart’s wilt (Jamann et al. 2014). ZmREM6.3, a remorin
gene was shown to be associated with resistance to NLB, Stewart’s wilt and common rust (Jamann
et al. 2016). The ZmCCoAOMT2 gene that encodes a caffeoyl-CoA O-methyltransferase confers
quantitative resistance to both southern leaf blight and gray leaf spot (Yang et al. 2017). In maize,
several QTLs have been associated with multiple disease resistance. For example, qNLB1.06
Tx303 is associated with disease resistance to common rust, northern leaf blight and Stewart’s wilt.
qNLB 1.02 showed resistance to Stewart’s wilt and common rust (Chung et al. 2010). This
evidence suggest that pleiotropy plays a role in governing multiple disease resistance in maize.
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One hypothesis that explains multiple disease resistance due to pleiotropy is that the resistance
may relate to genes that code for or interact with genes that code for transcription factors that are
involved in vital physiological functions like regulating hormone signaling, cell death,
hypersensitive response, and sugar signaling and partitioning.

1.2 Maize Inbred NY22613

Maize inbred NY22613, developed at Cornell University, is resistant to anthracnose leaf blight
caused by Colletotrichum graminicola Ces. Wils., gray leaf spot (GLS), caused by ((Cercospora
zeae-maydis Tehon & E.Y. Daniels. and C. zeina)), common rust caused by Puccinia sorghi,
northern leaf blight (NLB) caused by Setosphaeria turcica and Stewart’s wilt (SW) caused by
Pantoea stewartii. The northern leaf blight disease resistance demonstrated by inbred NY22613 is
depicted in Figure 1.1. Susceptible maize inbred Oh7B and resistant inbred NY22613 were planted
in summer 2016 in Chemung, NY. The natural inoculum of NLB caused significant leaf damage
to the susceptible plants and caused significantly less damage to the adjacent resistant plants.
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Figure 1.1 The susceptible Oh7B (left) and the resistant NY22613 (right) inbred infected with
northern leaf blight (NLB).

Setosphaeria turcica is an ascomycete, hemibiotropic fungal pathogen, Cercospora zeae-maydis
is a haploid ascomycete fungus and Pantoea stewartia is a bacterium. Inbred NY22613 also
demonstrated resistance to anthracnose leaf blight and anthracnose stalk rot, caused by an
ascomycete, Colletotrichum graminicola, and Common rust caused by a biotrophic basidiomycete
pathogen called Puccinia sorghi (Yang, 2007). The genetic basis of GLS resistance in NY22613
is known to be additive in nature through generation means analysis (Palanichamy, 2014).
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1.2.1

Pedigree of maize inbred NY22613

The pedigree of maize inbred NY22613 is depicted in Figure 1.2. NY22613 was previously
referred to as NYRD6613.

Figure 1.2 Pedigree of maize inbred NY22613.

NY22613 is an S4 line derived from a cross between Pa875 and B68. It was developed by
alternating generations of selfing in New York with a generation of selection among selfed
progeny rows by screening conducted collaboratively by Dr. J.E. Hawk (University of Delaware)
and Dr. E.L. Stromberg (Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University). The parent inbred
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Pa875 was developed by using the W9 synthetic as the source material (Figure 1.2). The Pa875
parent was initially selected due to its GLS disease resistance. The parent B68 was developed by
crossing B14 and B96. B14 was derived from the BSSS population and B96 was derived from
Maiz Amargo from Argentina (formerly called 41.2504B).

1.2.2

Characteristics of maize inbred NY22613

NY22613 is a tall inbred with horizontal leaves and a tendency to tiller. The plants have yellow
green leaves and sheaths are sun-red at the base of the plant. The leaves are long and slightly wavy
and tips are slightly curved. The stalks are straight. The tassel shape is spiky and upright. About
two to seven branches were observed in the tassels. The tassel is green and the anthers are yellow.
The glumes were sun-red. Most plants had good pollen production. The plants flowered at about
86 to 88 days at Aurora, New York in 1996, which is similar to B73. Leaf stay green character
during disease infestation is considered good. Ears are long with about 16 kernel rows, white cobs,
and dull orange-yellow kernels. A few kernels have large red streaks. The kernel shape is small
and square with deep dents.

The silk color is sun-red. Most plants had two ears. The ear fill was variable (half to almost full
ear fill). The ear length was 12.7- 17.7 cm. General seed quality is considered as good. Table 1.1
shows NY22613 disease rating data, revealing that NY22613 is resistant to both ALB and NLB.
NY22613 ranked second for NLB and third for ALB among the inbreds evaluated.
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Table 1.1 Resistance assessment for northern leaf blight (NLB), southern leaf blight (SLB) and
anthracnose leaf blight (ALB) in 2006 under greenhouse conditions (IP = incubation period,
AUDPC-PDLA = the area under the disease progress curve based on the percent diseased leaf
area). a

Line

73405
NY22613
67099
IBM054
BRG3-34
86368
Mo17
E45A
B73
Checks

IP
NLB
Day
Rank
12.5
1
11.4c
2
11.3
3
10.3
4
10.0
5
9.6
6
9.5
7
8.8
8
8.3
9
7.5
10

AUDPC-PDLA
ALBb
Day Rank
6.0
4
6.7
3
5.7
5
7.0
2
4.3
10
5.7
6
5.3
8
4.5
9
7.3
1
5.5
7

NLB
Score
R
24.1
1
42.6
3
40.8
2
74.5
4
117.9
5
146.2
6
173.1
7
164.1
8
267.6
9
273.2
10

ALB
Score Rank
48.0
4
50.3
5
68.4
8
18.5
1
92.6
10
40.1
2
42.3
3
87.4
9
52.5
6
60.4
7

SLB
Score Rank
81.7
4
95.6
6
98.3
7
86.4
5
105.4
8
70.2
2
56.7
1
79.2
3
154.6
10
121.0
9

a

Source: Yang (2007)

b

IP data from the spray inoculation method was used for ALB. Other data are means of the two

inoculation methods.
c

Inbred NY22613 resistance scores are underlined (Yang 2007).
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Table 1.2 Inbred NY22613 and control inbred responses to GLS in field conditions in 2005 and 2006 and in greenhouse conditions in
2006. a
Inbred line
B73
Mo17
NY22613e
67099
73405
86368
E45A
BRG3-34
RD4058
ECB6-863
CO441
B52
W64AHt
LH119
W117Ht
B37
RD4503
IBM 054
IBM 262

Derivation
BSSS C5 (Reid)
C.I 187-2 X C103
Pa875 X B68
CIMMYTd Pop.41 NTR-1
B59 X Oh43Ht2
CIMMYT MBR
W153R X A632
Insect Resistance germplasm, CIMMYT
Mo17 X W153R
A632Ht X 86409
Jacques 7700 X CO298
Segregating material from a private breeder
Wf9 X C.I. 187-2
B73(2) X H93
643 X Minnesota No.13
BSSS
VA59 X W153 R
B73 X Mo17
B73 X Mo17

a

Source: Yang (2007)

b

s – susceptible ; r – resistant.

c

+ - present in that experiment; - - not present in the experiment

Disease Response
Generally sb
Generally rb
GLS r
NLB r
SLB r
ASR r
Eyespot r
Common rust r
ALB r
BGibberella ear rot r
NLB s
SLB s
ALB s
Eyespot and common rust s
ASR r
Eyespot and common rust s
NLB r
NLB s
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2005
Field
+c
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

2006
Field
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

2006
Greenhouse
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

d CIMMYT

– International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center; NTR = Northern Temperature Region; MBR: Multiple Borer

Resistant Population
e Inbred

NY22613 resistance is bolded.

Table 1.3 Evaluation of the multiple disease resistant inbred NY22613 for disease resistance in 2005 and 2006.

Inbred
NYRD6600
NY22613
Pa875 (Resistant Check)
B73 (Susceptible Check)
Hybrid Checks
Agway 792
Pioneer 3394

Inbred Per Se
2.3
1.6
1.2
4.2

GLS resistance ratings (0-5 Scale)
B73 test cross
Iodent test cross
3.2
2.9
3.4
3.2
3.5
3.1
-

Mo17 test cross
2.9
2.9
3.3
3.7

3.3
4.1

Table 1.1, 1.2 and Table 1.3 show GLS rating data for NY22613 and other inbreds per se and for their testcrosses. Collectively, these
data show that NY22613 is resistant to GLS across three different growing conditions. Additional evidence for GLS resistance is
presented in Table 1.4 where inbred NY22613 exhibits resistance to GLS in multiple years across multiple environments.
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Table 1.4 Test cross ratings for inbreds PA875, NY22612 and NY22613 in a scale of 0-5 in two
replications across two environments. Mo17 was the tester (Blacksburg, Virginia (VA) and
Chemung, Pennsylvania (PA)) in years 2005, 2006, 2007 and 2008.

Inbred

Weighted GLS Disease Rating (0-5 Scale)

PA875

3.3

NY22612

2.93

NY22613

2.77

Inbreds NY22612 and NY22613 have high resistance to GLS, equal to or better than the resistant
check Mo17 (Yang 2007).

In addition to the resistance demonstrated by the MDR inbred NY22613 to leaf diseases, it also
exhibits resistance to anthracnose stalk rot (ASR). Figure 1.3 depicts the resistance demonstrated
by inbred NY22613 to ASR. These plant stalks were injected with a spore suspension of
Colletotrichum graminicola with a metal syringe usually used to vaccinated large animals. As the
figure shows, the resistant inbred had little ASR spread upwards from the basal injection site while
the susceptible inbred had significant ASR lesions.
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Figure 1.3 Stalks of resistant inbred (NY22613) and susceptible inbred (Oh7B) inoculated with
ASR.

From these studies it is clear that maize inbred NY22613 has resistance to multiple diseases and
can be considered as a multiple disease resistant inbred. The goal of this study was to determine
the genetic basis of multiple disease resistance in NY22613.
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1.3 Materials and Methods

1.3.1

OHNY mapping population

A bi-parental linkage mapping population titled OHNY mapping population was generated from
the inbred NY22613 and Oh7B to study multiple disease resistance in maize. These near-isogenic
lines were developed from the F1 population generated from NY22613 and Oh7B that was
backcrossed to the recurrent parent (Oh7B) three times and then selfed three times. The BC3S3
population is expected to have 6.25 percent of the donor genome (NY22613). Thus the population
is not very heterozygous and due to the selfing is fairly homogenous. The OHNY population is a
BC3S3 mapping population of Oh7B and NY22613 and was genotyped using genotyping by
sequencing (GBS) at the 384-plex (ApeKI) platform. Planting, inoculation and phenotyping
information can be found in Table 1.5.
Table 1.5 Planting, inoculation and phenotyping dates for NLB, GLS and SW in the years 2016
and 2017.
Phenotyping
Disease

Year

Planting

Inoculation
Day-1

Day-2

Day-3

NLB

2016

25-May

7-Jul

3-Sep

20-Sep

29-Sep

GLS

2016

11-May

Natural inoculum

9-Sep

21-Sep

6-Oct

SW

2016

28-May

26-Jul

5-Sep

11-Sep

22-Sep

NLB

2017

10-Jun

26-Jul

17-Sep

5-Oct

12-Oct

GLS

2017

2-Jun

Natural inoculum

29-Aug

4-Sep

12-Sep

SW

2017

10-Jun

26-Jul

26-Sep

4-Oct

17-Oct
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1.3.2

Pathogen preparation and inoculation

Spore suspension for northern leaf blight was prepared as described by Chung et al. (2010). Plants
were inoculated with NLB at the mid-whorl stage using 180,000 spores per ml liquid inoculum
and one ml of NLB-infected sorghum grain solid inoculum. Both liquid and sorghum grain
inoculum were deposited into the whorl of the plant. For Stewart’s wilt, pathogens were prepared
as bacterial cultures and inoculated with the pinprick method using a special device designed at
Cornell University (See Figure 5.6 in Appendix). For GLS, natural inoculum was used for
screening.
1.3.3

Phenotyping and QTL mapping

Field trials for NLB and SW were conducted during 2016 and 2017 at Cornell University at the
Robert B. Musgrave Research Farm in Poplar Ridge, NY. Due to severe drought conditions in
2016, research farm fields were irrigated with 2.5 cm and 3.8 cm of overhead irrigation on 30 June
and 25 July, respectively. Field trials for GLS were conducted during 2016 and 2017 in a farmer’s
field in Chemung, NY. All trials were laid out in an augmented incomplete block design with two
replications for each disease in each year. Plants were hand planted due to limited availability of
seed in 2016. Seeds were increased in 2016 and the plants were machine planted in 2017. Twenty
plants per row were planted but only the first ten plants were evaluated for disease resistance.

NLB trials in 2016 were planted on May 25 and were inoculated with Setosphaeria turcica (race
1) on 7 July as described by Chung et al. (2010). The plants were phenotyped three times during
the growing season (3 September, 20 September and 29 September). In 2017, trials for NLB were
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planted on 10 June and were inoculated on 26 July. The plants were phenotyped on 17 September,
5 October and 12 October.

GLS trials in 2016 were planted on May 11. Disease occurrence was due to natural inoculum of
Cercospora zeae-maydis. The plants were phenotyped three times during the growing season: 9
September, 21 September and 6 October. In 2017, trials for GLS were planted on 2 June. Disease
occurrence was due to natural inoculum of Cercospora zeae-maydis. The plants were phenotyped
on 29 August, 4 September and 12 September.

SW trials in 2016 were planted on May 28 and were inoculated on 26 July using a bacterial culture
of Pantoea stewarti. The plants were phenotyped three times during the growing season: 5
September, 11 September and 22 September. In 2017, trials for SW were planted on 10 June and
were inoculated on 26 July. The plants were phenotyped on 26 September, 4 October and 17
October.

Percentage disease leaf area (PDLA) was estimated by observing the diseased leaves of the plants.
First ten plants in a row were considered for estimating the PDLA. Leaves that are present over
the ear were observed and based on the lesions on the leaves, the PDLA was estimated. Variation
attributable to different raters was minimized by using one individual to phenotype all the plants
in the mapping population for all the diseases in both years.

Area under the disease progress curve (AUDPC) was calculated using the formula:
∑

𝑛−1
𝑖=1

(

(𝑦𝑖+𝑦𝑖+1)(𝑡𝑖+1 −𝑡𝑖)
2
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),

where yi = percent diseased leaf area i, (ti+1 - ti) = number of days between two ratings, n = total
number of ratings. Best linear unbiased predictors (BLUPs) of the lines were calculated for each
disease by fitting a mixed model with AUDPC values as the response, ‘year’ as a fixed effect and
‘line’ as a random factor using the lme4 package in R statistical software (Version 1.1.447) (Bates
et al. 2004; Rstudio Team 2015). These BLUPs were used to conduct a stepwise regression for
QTL mapping. This analysis was conducted using TASSEL 5 software (version 20161020)
(Glaubitz et al. 2014).

Total genotypic variance explained for each trait by the corresponding QTL was obtained by
calculating the percentage variance captured by these QTL in a mixed model. More specifically,
we constructed a relationship matrix using only the QTL and measured its variance contribution
to the trait through a mixed effect model.

1.3.4

Allele analysis

R statistical software (Version 1.1.447) was used for allele analysis (Rstudio Team 2015).
Clustering analysis was conducted using K-means algorithm and GAP statistics (MacQueen et al.
1967, Tibshirani et al. 2000). GAP statistics were used to determine the number of clusters and
K-means was used to group the SNPs based on the AUDPC values. Individuals with SNPs in the
lowest disease resistance group were considered more important for multiple disease resistance.
Figure 1.4 shows the steps involved in the clustering analysis.
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Figure 1.4 Clustering analysis to select for MDR families using SNPs, AUDPC and QTL data.

Using the variances calculated from the AUDPC values, broad sense heritability (H) was
calculated using the formula:
𝑉𝐺

𝑉𝐸
+ 𝑉𝐺
(𝑦 ∗ 𝑟)
where 𝑉𝐺 is the genetic variance, 𝑉𝐸 is the residual variance, y is the number of years and r is the
number of replications for each disease. Gene ontology analysis was conducted using the protein
annotation through evolutionary relationship (PANTHER) classification system described by Mi
et al. (2013).
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1.4 Results

The broad sense heritability for northern leaf blight in the mapping population was 0.55, gray leaf
spot was 0.39 and Stewart’s wilt was 0.49. The narrow sense heritability (h2) was calculated based
on the additive genomic relationship between the SNP markers and the traits. Narrow sense
heritability for NLB was 0.37, GLS was 0.30 and SW was 0.15.

Figure 1.5 QTL map showing disease resistance QTL on the ten chromosomes of maize.

QTL mapping was conducted using stepwise regression and 49 QTLs were detected for NLB, GLS
and SW. Sixteen QTL were associated with NLB resistance, 17 QTL were associated with GLS
resistance and 16 QTL were associated with SW resistance. No QTL were colocalized for all the
three diseases. The percentage of phenotypic variance explained by the 16 QTL for NLB was 0.29,
for the 17 QTL for GLS it was 0.27 and for the 16 QTL for SW it was 0.23.
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Table 1.6. QTL that were identified for NLB, GLS and SW disease resistance in the NY22613 X
Oh7B biparental mapping population.
Disease

Locus

Physical map

Chromosome location

P-value

NLB

1

37720906

1:37717388..37725221

9.64E-10

NLB

1

19979634

1:19978997..19979751

1.29E-08

NLB

2

2484151

2:2476120..2492538

1.43E-07

NLB

2

49057160

2:49016939.. 49057266

4.54E-11

NLB

2

55560345

2:55560318..55560440

3.56E-06

NLB

3

223740910

3:223740841..223745642

7.92E-07

NLB

3

171900654

3:171900438..171900685

2.18E-06

NLB

4

185566213

4:185529728..185649204

2.55E-09

NLB

4

79449676

4:79162068..79451618

1.40E-06

NLB

5

215567451

5:215567100..215620081

1.24E-10

NLB

6

148650827

6:148633043..148654966

6.75E-11

NLB

6

98010324

6:98007087..98010327

2.45E-09

NLB

7

100081042

7:100035505..100170373

9.55E-08

NLB

8

172365897

8:172365300..172365909

2.32E-10

NLB

9

8974761

9:8778978..8974937

3.25E-20

NLB

10

36380036

10:36259906..36380814

4.09E-17

GLS

1

46073541

1:46009342..46073629

5.65E-08

GLS

1

2694428

1:2694098..2694439

2.77E-07

GLS

1

300744863

1:300744838..300799862

3.42E-06

GLS

2

4257737

2:4211875..4257983

4.06E-11
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GLS

3

165128802

3:165128785..165128833

3.26E-09

GLS

3

215437040

3:215437034..215453883

5.65E-07

GLS

4

234908817

4:234908733..234911336

5.80E-08

GLS

4

43590931

4:43590715..43591420

4.78E-07

GLS

5

199649696

5:199649599..991649708

6.55E-12

GLS

5

165854752

5:165655778..165978258

1.06E-06

GLS

6

17002706

6:17002694..17165743

1.44E-09

GLS

6

164646494

6:164646431..164675590

5.52E-07

GLS

7

100081042

7:100035505..100170373

6.45E-12

GLS

8

171615123

8:171613342..171617688

4.64E-07

GLS

8

8860232

8:8860221..8887120

1.79E-05

GLS

9

8974761

9:8778978..8974937

2.00E-22

GLS

10

36380036

10:36259906..36380814

1.41E-15

SW

1

10996800

1:10995565..11170650

8.26E-10

SW

2

4257737

2:4211875..4257983

2.25E-06

SW

2

176239002

2:176083016..176240477

5.40E-05

SW

3

220747659

3:220747650..220751436

2.98E-06

SW

3

196347378

3:196346322..196351670

5.92E-06

SW

3

2720513

3:2720421..2720554

4.85E-05

SW

4

238121510

4:238121295..238123025

7.35E-10

SW

4

10455637

4:10250168..10485810

8.16E-06

SW

5

34098699

5:33968688..34135549

5.37E-07

SW

5

213052061

5:213051764..213056452

1.02E-05
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SW

6

162141592

6:162108496..162152305

2.15E-06

SW

7

166382910

7:166382883..166383776

4.72E-07

SW

7

133357660

7:133271978..133376044

2.59E-06

SW

8

14594610

8:14390220..14728266

5.51E-07

SW

9

153303317

9:153302987..153303323

1.00E-10

SW

10

140985791

10:140985769..140992671

1.63E-08

Figure 1.6 Number of quantitative trait loci (QTL) shared among northern leaf blight (NLB), gray
leaf spot (GLS) and Stewart’s wilt (SW) resistance.

One QTL was colocalized for GLS and SW and three QTL were colocalized for GLS and NLB.
No QTL were colocalized for NLB and SW. The colocalized QTL for GLS and SW is located on
chromosome 2 between markers S2_4211875 and S2_4257983. The colocalized QTL for GLS and
NLB are located on chromosome 7 between markers S7_100035505 and S7_100170373, on
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chromosome 9 between markers S9_8778978 and S9_8974937 and on chromosome 10 between
markers S10_36259906 and S10_36380814.

Table 1.7 QTL that are colocalized for disease resistance
Disease

Chromosome

Chromosome Location

GLS and SW

2

2:4211875..4257983

GLS and NLB

7

7:100035505..100170373

GLS and NLB

9

9:8778978..8974937

GLS and NLB

10

10:36259906..36380814

Ensembl Genomes (https://plants.ensembl.org/Zea_mays) database was used to search for genes
located in the individual QTL regions (Kersey et al. 2018). QTL regions that were associated with
NLB contained 21 unique genes. Gray leaf spot associated QTLs contained 979 unique genes.
QTLs associated with Stewart’s wilt contained 2217 genes. (See Appendix for table 5.3 for gene
lists). We used the same stringency for NLB, GLS and SW are still we ended up getting a
disproportionate number of genes for NLB than the GLS and SW stepwise regression analysis.
This reason for this disproportionate number of genes for NLB when compared to GLS and SW is
unknown at the moment.
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1.4.2 Selection for multiple traits based on BLUP values and high density marker
information

Table 1.8 Lines that were selected for disease resistance based on BLUP values. These lines had
more disease resistance than the susceptible inbred Oh7B. Bolded underlined lines were selected
for more than one disease resistance.

Disease

Lines

Gray leaf spot

OHNY05, OHNY06, OHNY71, OHNY83, OHNY95,
OHNY109, OHNY140, OHNY146, OHNY169,
OHNY171, OHNY184, OHNY212, OHNY277

Northern leaf blight

OHNY97, OHNY128, OHNY169

Stewart’s Wilt

OHNY02, OHNY05, OHNY06, OHNY15, OHNY24,
OHNY26, OHNY28, OHNY30, OHNY34, OHNY35,
OHNY56, OHNY57, OHNY63, OHNY65, OHNY72,
OHNY75, OHNY80, OHNY82, OHNY92, OHNY96,
OHNY103, OHNY111, OHNY126, OHNY148,
OHNY155, OHNY167

Individual families in a mapping population can be selected for single traits such as NLB, GLS or
SW disease resistance using phenotypic data such as best linear unbiased predictors (BLUPs) of
the AUDPC values or just AUDPC values.
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However, as observed in table 1.8, the disease resistant individuals in the mapping population are
rarely correlated for all the three diseases. Only family OHNY803 was found to be resistant to
more than one disease in our study. Here we demonstrate a High dEnsity Marker Phenotype
(HEMP) QTL selection strategy that uses marker, QTL and phenotypic data for selection.

Figure 1.7 Clustering of SNPs in one example block (QTL) that is associated with NLB resistance.
Individuals with SNPs in group three (group with lowest AUDPC values) can be selected for
breeding for MDR.

This analysis was repeated for all 49 QTLs and by comparing the low disease resistance group for
each disease, we were able to identify selected BC3S3 families and the alleles that are most
important for multiple disease resistance. In HEMP QTL analysis, SNPs that are present inside the
QTL regions are clustered using GAP statistics and K-means based on their AUDPC scores (See
Fig. 1.4). Figure 1.7 shows the clustering in one example QTL bock that is associated with NLB
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disease resistance. Plants from the most resistant clusters are selected for multiple disease
resistance.

Table 1.9 Families selected for multiple disease resistance using the best linear unbiased
predictors (BLUP) selection strategy and using HEMP QTL selection.

Families selected for all three
correlated traits (NLB, GLS and
SW resistance) using disease

NONE

BLUPs
Families selected

for three OHNY07, OHNY09, OHNY17, OHNY19, OHNY25,

correlated traits (NLB,GLS and OHNY31, OHNY36, OHNY43, OHNY59, OHNY60,
SW resistance)
QTL selection.

using HEMP OHNY134, OHNY135, OHNY150, OHNY159, OHNY163,
OHNY171, OHNY182, OHNY192, OHNY193, OHNY197,
OHNY217, OHNY238, OHNY245

NLB: Northern Leaf Blight, GLS: Gray Leaf Spot, SW: Stewart’s Wilt

Through HEMP QTL analysis, alleles from the group with the lowest AUDPC values can be
considered more important for multiple disease resistance. This strategy helps to select more
individuals that are associated with multiple disease resistance and thus increases the probability
of selecting individuals with more beneficial alleles. Table 1.9 shows that HEMP QTL analysis
was able to select 23 families that have the alleles that are responsible for multiple disease
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resistance. This in turn might accelerate the development of genotypes with multiple quantitative
disease resistance traits.

1.5 Discussion

1.5.1 Phenotyping for disease resistance
Phenotyping through estimating percentage diseased leaf area by manual observation for disease
resistance has been the traditional way to phenotype for leaf diseases in maize (Chung et al. 2010).
However this technique is a high skill task and the skill set is not scalable (Poland and Nelson
2011). For this study, phenotyping of NLB, GLS and SW were all conducted by one person during
both growing seasons. We used the same environments for two years: Musgrave Research Farm
in Poplar Ridge, NY for NLB and SW evaluation and Chemung NY for GLS evaluation. The
BLUPs were calculated for these environments and were used for the QTL analysis.

New advances in imaging and image analysis have increased the potential to phenotype large
populations accurately (Palanichamy and Cobb 2015). An automated high-throughput plant
phenotyping system, that uses a computational pipeline of convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
was used to classify images of NLB infected maize plants acquired in the field (DeChant et al.
2017). Phenotyping for multiple diseases in multiple crop species has been achieved by using
images of diseased plant leaves collected in controlled conditions using CNNs algorithms
(Mohanty et al. 2017). Using high throughput phenotyping and automated image analysis systems
to phenotype multiple diseases in field conditions is not far away. These could improve the quality
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of new phenotyping and reduce the time and effort spent on phenotyping populations for multiple
disease.

Association mapping using increased marker densities can yield relatively more QTL with higher
resolution for disease resistance (Li et al. 2018). However both association mapping populations
and biparental mapping populations have been successfully used to identify genes responsible for
disease resistance in maize (Chung et al. 2010;Jamann et al. 2014; Poland et al. 2011) In our
study, unlike association mapping populations, all the individuals in the BC 3S3 mapping
population were closely related. Thus, the population structure and consequently the flowering
time (~86 days) was almost the same and flowering time was not used in the mapping of QTL.

1.5.2 Selection for multiple traits using HEMP QTL selection strategy

Several types of phenotypic selection methods have been effective in breeding crop varieties with
multiple desirable traits (Suwantaradon et al. 1975; Smith et al. 1981; Kumar et al. 2016; Bernardo
2010). Phenotypic selection methods have especially worked when genetic and genomic resources
are not available. Due to the genomic resources available in maize, breeders can make use of
genetic and phenotypic selection to breed for multiple disease resistance. Breeding for a maize
inbred with multiple quantitative disease resistance traits whose inheritance is controlled by
several hundred genes throughout the maize genome using only phenotypic selection is
challenging. In our case, maize inbred NY22613 was already resistant to multiple diseases.
However, selection of families within the NY22613 X Oh7B mapping population for multiple
disease resistance using phenotypic scores alone was challenging. We demonstrated HEMP QTL
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selection strategy which uses QTL data, high density marker data and phenotypic data to select for
families with multiple disease resistance. This methodology can be used to select for individuals
with multiple quantitative traits in any similar mapping population with QTL data, high density
marker data, and phenotypes. With relatively rapidly changing weather patterns and unpredictable
pathogen pressures, it is important to breed for crop plants with multiple favorable traits such as
multiple disease resistance. In HEMP QTL analysis, utilizing high density SNP marker data along
with phenotypic data and QTL data in the selection process will increase the probability of finding
genotypes with multiple favorable alleles for multiple traits.

1.5.3 Gene Ontology Analysis

PANTHER is a comprehensive system that facilitates analysis of multiple genomes. PANTHER
combines gene function, ontology, biological pathways and statistical analysis tools and aids in
the analysis of gene expression experiments (Mi et al. 2013). The genes that were identified in the
QTL regions for NLB, GLS and SW resistance were analyzed to see the nature of the genes
identified. Unique genes that are located in the NLB, GLS and SW resistance QTLs that are listed
in Table 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 respectively in the appendix.
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Figure 1.8a and b. Gene ontology analysis of the genes under the QTLs of the NLB region. Figure
a shows the genes involved in biological processes and Figure b shows the genes involved in
molecular functions.

For NLB, 13 genes were categorized based on their role in biological process and molecular
function (Figure 1.8). Under biological processes, two out of five genes under the NLB QTLs were
categorized to be involved in cellular processes. Under molecular function, most genes were
categorized to be involved in catalytic activity. One gene was involved in transporter activity and
one gene was involved in binding according to Figure 1.8b.
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Figure 1.9 a and b Gene ontology analysis of the genes under the QTLs of the GLS region. Figure
a shows the genes involved in biological processes and Figure b shows the genes involved in
molecular functions.

For GLS, 845 genes under the GLS QTL regions were classified based on their activity in
biological processes and molecular function (Figure 1.9). Most genes under biological processes
were involved in metabolic processes. Under molecular function, most genes were categorized to
be involved in catalytic activity. For Stewart’s wilt, 1956 genes under the SW QTL regions were
classified based on their activity under biological process and molecular function (Figure 1.10).
Most genes under biological processes were involved in metabolic processes. Under molecular
function, most genes were categorized to be involved in catalytic activity similar to the genes under
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GLS QTLs. Most genes for GLS and SW resistance were involved in catalytic activity, metabolic
and cellular processes. These genes could be involved in some well-known disease resistance
mechanisms such as systemic acquired resistance (SAR) and hypersensitive response.

Figure 1.10 a and b Gene ontology analysis of the genes under the QTLs of the SW region. Figure
a shows the genes involved in biological processes and Figure b shows the genes involved in
molecular functions.

The gene ontology analysis of the genes under the QTLs for GLS and SW look similar (See Figure
1.9 and 1.10). The similar functional categorization of genes suggests, that similar pathways are
involved in the disease resistance of SW and GLS. NLB resistance seems to have a different
pathway than the resistance to GLS and SW.
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Genes that contain the NBS-LRR region are widely associated with disease resistance in multiple
crop species. In maize inbred B73, these genes were found in all ten chromosomes (Song et al.
2015). In our study, no NBS-LRR genes were found in the QTL regions mapped for disease
resistance. This might be because the genes involved in disease resistance in NY22613 could have
a different mode of action than R gene mediated disease resistance, like salicylic acid-mediated
disease resistance. Thus based on our data, it appears that the disease resistance in maize inbred
NY22613 is attributed to a number of genes involved in various biological pathways, but not to
NBS-LRR genes.

1.5.4 QTL and colocalization analysis

In this QTL analysis study, a total of 49 QTL associated with disease resistance were found in all
ten chromosomes of maize. Each of these regions might have several candidate genes that might
be associated with disease resistance. The role of these candidate genes in disease resistance can
be explored further through fine mapping, expression analysis, mutant analysis and cloning studies
(Jamann et al. 2014; Hurni et al. 2015).

Candidate genes in the QTL that are shared for two or more diseases might be important for
multiple disease resistance. In our study, three QTL were shared for NLB and GLS and one QTL
was shared for GLS and SW (Table 1.7). In chromosome 7, the colocalized GLS and NLB QTL
is located between markers S7_100035505 and S7_100170373. In chromosome 9, the colocalized
GLS and NLB QTL is located between markers S9_8778978 and S9_8974937. LOC541757,
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Zm00001d044974, Zm00001d044975, LOC109941121 are genes whose functions have been
previously unidentified.

Table 1. 10 Candidate genes in the colocalized QTLs.

Disease

Chr Region

GLS and SW

2

Gene name
Zm00001d002005 (lg1 -

2:4211875..4257983
liguleless1)

GLS and NLB

7

7:100035505..100170373

LOC109941121

GLS and NLB

9

9:8778978..8974937

Zm00001d044974

GLS and NLB

9

9:8778978..8974938

Zm00001d044975

GLS and NLB

9

9:8778978..8974939

LOC541757

GLS and NLB

10

10:36259906..36380814

Zm00001d024007

GLS and NLB

10

10:36259906..36380815

Zm00001d024008

GLS and NLB

10

10:36259906..36380816

LOC103642379

GLS and NLB

10

10:36259906..36380817

LOC103641009

1.5.5

Multiple disease resistance and Aux/IAA-transcription factor 42 gene

In chromosome 10, the colocalized GLS and NLB QTL is located between markers S10_36259906
and S10_36380814. This region has the Auxin/Indole-3-Acetic Acid (Aux/IAA)-transcription
factor 42 gene. Auxin is a phytohormone that is vital for plant growth and development. It plays
an important role in apical dominance and differentiation of vascular tissues. Auxin/Indole-3-
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Acetic Acid (Aux/IAA)-transcription factor 42 are a class of auxin responsive genes. They are
related to the auxin response factor (ARF) family, small auxin upregulated RNA (SAUR), and
the auxin-responsive Gretchen Hagen3 (GH3) family of genes. The Aux/IAA transcription factor
42 gene encodes a nuclear protein that is short lived. Aux/IAA family of proteins are known to
interact with auxin response factors (ARFs) and regulate genes in multiple ways (Luo et al. 2018).
They have been known to regulate root development, leaf morphogenesis and fruit ripening (Wang
et al. 2005). They are also known to be involved in cell wall biosynthesis and might show
functional redundancy in some cases (Overvoorde et al. 2005) (Ludwig et al. 2015).

The maize gene ZmAuXRP1 is known to condition resistance to gibberella stalk rot (Gibberella
zeae (Schw.)) and fusarium ear rot (Fusarium verticillioides Sheldon) diseases by promoting the
biosynthesis of indole-3-acetic acid (IAA). However, it is also known to suppress the formation of
benzoxazinoid defense compounds (Ye et al. 2018). The SGT1 gene has been expressed in yeast
and is known to be regulated by auxin in multiple plants. SGT1 is known to be involved in R-gene
mediated and non-host resistance to plant pathogens (Wang et al. 2010). As a member of this gene
family, we hypothesize that the Aux/IAA transcription factor 42 gene might be involved in the
regulation of SGT1 in maize, which in turn might be involved in the activation of multiple R genes
and resistance to NLB and GLS.

1.5.6 Multiple disease resistance and liguleless1 gene

A colocalized QTL for GLS and SW was observed in chromosome 2 between markers
S2_4211875 and S2_4257983. This region includes the liguleless1 gene that encodes a nuclear-
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localized protein that is needed for induction of ligules and auricles during maize leaf
organogenesis (Moreno et al. 1997). This gene is required for the proper development of the
ligules, auricles and the blade-sheath boundary of maize leaves. The LG1 protein encoded by the
liguleless1 gene is mostly novel, however, it contains a domain of 77 amino acids with significant
similarity to SQUAMOSA PROMOTER-BINDING (SPL) proteins 1 and 2 identified in
Antirhinum majus L. (Klein et al. 1996). Further functional studies conducted in arabidopsis
revealed that SPL proteins are associated with the regulation of leaf initiation, juvenile to adult
phase transition, flowering time, shoot branching and inflorescence form (Wang et al. 2008;
Schwarz et al. 2008; Wang et al. 2009; Wu and Poethig 2006).

The liguleless1 gene was also found to be closely associated with liguleless2, which encodes a
basic leucine rich zipper protein (bZIP), which is a class of transcription factor proteins (Walsh et
al. 1998). The LG2 protein encoded by liguleless2 shows sequence homology to the bZIP
transcription factor class of proteins. The LG2 protein is very similar to a subclass that has been
found in multiple plant species such as wheat (Tabata et al. 1991), potato (Solanum tuberosum L.)
(Feltkamp et al. 1994), arabidopsis (Kawata et al. 1992; Schindler et al. 1992a; Zhang et al. 1993;
Miao et al. 1994; Xiang et al. 1995), tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum L.) (Katagiri et al. 1989) and
fava bean (Vicia faba L.) (Ehrlich et al. 1992). In maize, the bZIP transcription factor class of
proteins is hypothesized to be involved in transcriptional regulation (Foley et al. 1993). Some of
the functions that are hypothesized to be transcriptionally regulated by the bZIP class of proteins
are auxin, salicylic acid, and methyl jasmonate responses (Kim et al. 1994; Liu and Lam 1994;
Qin et al. 1994; Zhang and Singh 1994; Xiang et al. 1996). They are also hypothesized to be
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involved in transcriptional regulation of plant histone (Tabata et al. 1991) and GST genes
(Ulmasov et al. 1994; Zhang et al. 1995; Xiang et al. 1996).

Disease resistance and the bZIP class of proteins are related through the involvement of the bZIP
class of proteins in salicylic acid and methyl jasmonate regulation. Salicylic acid (SA) plays a
major role in plant defense against plant pathogens through systemic acquired resistance (SAR)
(Ross 1961). Salicylic acid or acetyl salicylic acid (aspirin) treatment of tobacco leaves
demonstrated heightened resistance to tobacco mosaic virus and increased pathogenesis-related
(PR) protein accumulation (White 1979; Antoniw and White 1980). Since then, a number of
studies conducted in multiple plant species have shown that SA is a major component of plant
defense to plant pathogens. SA plays a major role in multiple plant defense responses such as
containment of pathogen spread, activation of cell death and the induction of local and systemic
disease resistance. SA does this by altering expression or activity of various enzymes, potentiating
the osmotic balance, cell death, expression of various defense genes or potentially even through
generation of free radicals (Durner et al. 1997).

In maize, SA treatment showed the activation of expression of PR-1 and PR-5 genes which
resulted in resistance to downy mildew Peronosclerospora maydis (Racib.) C.G. Shaw (Morris et
al. 1998). SA treatment was shown to induce the expression of pathogenesis related (PR) genes in
rice and barley (Hordeum vulgare L.) (Matsuta et al., 1991; Vallélian-Bindschedler et al., 1998).
In maize, transcription factors are known to negatively regulate cell death and result in
hypersensitive response (HR). Lesions simulating disease resistance (lsd) phenotype is associated
with a recessive gene named lsd1 and it codes for a zinc finger protein that is shown to negatively
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regulate cell death in maize (Dietrich et al. 1997) . Lls1 (lethal leaf spot 1) is another transcription
factor in maize that was shown to negatively regulate cell death (Gray et al., 1997).

The jasmonic acid (JA) pathway is usually associated with defense response of plants to feeding
by herbivores by regulating the production of secondary metabolites. JA has been shown to induce
plant volatiles that can repel herbivores and attract their natural enemies, deter feeding and inhibit
digestion of plants by herbivores (Chen et al. 2005; De Moraes et al. 2001; Turlings et al. 1990).
The JA pathway has been associated with plant pathogen disease responses. For example, in rice,
JA is associated with the expression of PR-1 and determines the level of resistance against the
fungus Magnaporthe grisea (Hobert) Barr (Schweizer et al. 1997). Methyl jasmonates have been
shown to elicit various phenylpropanoid defense responses in parsley (Petroselinum crispum
(Mill.) Nyman ex A.W. Hill) cell cultures. This primes the cell cultures for enhanced induction of
the early oxidative burst and various phenylpropanoid defense responses (Krauss et al. 1994;
Krauss et al. 1992).

Liguleless1 is shown to be cell autonomous. However, liguleless2 is also associated with cell to
cell signaling (Harper and Freeling 1996). Thus activation of liguleless1 can activate liguleless2,
which in turn can activate downstream signaling of the SA pathway. The SA pathway can
transcriptionally activate methyl jasmonates and can prime the plants and protect them from further
pathogen infections, thus resulting in multiple disease resistance.

Based on our findings, we hypothesize that liguleless1 and liguleless2 act together and result in
the activation of the SA defense pathway, thus resisting initial pathogen attack. The SA pathway
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activates the jasmonic acid pathway and it primes the plants and prevents other pathogens from
achieving successful pathogenesis. Aux/IAA transcription factor 42 also might be involved in the
R-gene mediated resistance. These might be the molecular mechanisms that are responsible for
some of the broad resistance observed in the maize inbred NY22613.

1.5.7

Future directions

The QTL analysis, colocalization analysis and the gene ontology analysis conducted for three
different maize leaf diseases in our study suggest that there is a strong genetic component that
might involve multiple molecular mechanisms that result in the multiple disease resistance
observed in the maize inbred NY22613. An expression analysis will give us more insights into the
genes involved in disease resistance in maize inbred NY22613. Auxin/Indole-3-Acetic
Acid (Aux/IAA)-transcription factor 42 and liguleless1 are interesting candidate genes that might
be involved in multiple disease resistance. A loss of function mutation in these genes through
genome editing methods such as CRISPR-cas9 (Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short
Palindromic Repeats - Cas9), could shed light on the function of these genes and their role in
disease resistance. By understanding the molecular pathways involved in disease resistance,
breeders will be able to develop crop varieties that have more durable resistance to plant pathogens.
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CHAPTER 2

EXPRESSION ANALYSIS OF NORTHERN LEAF BLIGHT RESISTANT MAIZE
INBRED NY22613 AND SUSCEPTIBLE MAIZE INBRED Oh7B.

2.1 Background

Northern leaf blight (NLB) is a maize (Zea mays L. ssp. mays) disease caused by an ascomycete
named Setosphaeria turcica (Luttrell) Leonard and Suggs (anamorph Exserohilum turcicum). The
pathogen was previously called Helminthosporium turcicum. NLB is known to cause economic
loss all over the world and has the potential to cause yield losses from 18% to 75% in controlled
yield trials (Perkins and Pedersen 1987; Raymundo and Hooker 1981; Shankara and Gowda 2011;
Sibiya et al. 2012). This disease has resulted in an estimated yield loss of 1.3 billion bushels in
2012 in the US and Canada. The yield loss increased to 2.1 billion bushels in 2015 (Mueller et
al.2016). NLB also causes indirect economic loss to the dairy industry since it is also known to
affect silage quality and digestibility (Wang et al. 2010).

In line with the classic evolutionary theory called the red queen hypothesis, proposed by Leigh
Van Valen in 1973, Setosphaeria turcica has evolved with maize over the years (Van Valen, 1973;
Ferguson and Carson 2007). It is important to note that the pathogen has other hosts than maize.
For example, S. turcica is known to infect sorghum (Sorghum bicolor (L.) Moench ssp. bicolor),
Johnsongrass (Sorghum halepense (L.) Pers.) and Brassica species. However, the pathogen seems
to prefer maize (Martin 2011). S. turcica has caused epidemics in a number of places in the United
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States since the early 1940s (Jenkins et al. 1954) and subsequently in northwestern North Carolina
(Leonard et al. 1986), in the Gulf Coast of Texas in 1985 (Smith et al. 1988), throughout Texas in
1992 (Krausz et al. 1993), and frequently on sweet maize in Florida (Pataky, 1991). In New York,
the pathogen has been a chronic problem to maize (Keller et al. 1990).

Breeders have used both qualitative and quantitative resistance to breed NLB resistant cultivars.
In maize, qualitative resistance offered by the Ht genes has been used by breeders to develop maize
hybrids that are resistant to NLB (Ferguson and Carson 2007). Breeders prefer to use Ht genes to
tackle NLB due to the virulence of the Ht genes towards the pathogen. Based on virulence or
avirulence to the Ht resistance genes, Setosphaeria turcica has been classified into multiple races
(see Table 2.1).

S. turcica populations have been studied in tropical regions like Kenya, Mexico, India and
southern China and temperate regions like Europe, northern China, and the eastern United States
(Borchardt, 1998a; Borchardt, 1998b; Borchardt, 1998c; Ferguson and Carson, 2004). Populations
in the tropical regions exhibited higher genotypic diversity, suggesting that S. turcica undergoes
sexual recombination under those conditions (Borchardt 1998a). Fluctuating temperatures in the
northeastern United States create the potential for increased sexual recombination. The potential
generation of new pathogen races and the increasing occurrence of NLB in the northeastern United
States justify the need to better understand the genetic basis of resistance to NLB.
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Table 2.1 NLB pathogen races and their reaction to Ht genes. (Svec and Dolezal 2019; Ferguson
and Carson 2007;Bergquist 1974; Gianasi,1996; Jordan et al. 1993; Keller et al. 1990)

Host reaction to each race
Pathogen Race

Ht1 gene

Ht2 gene

Ht3 gene

HtN gene

0

R

R

R

R

1

S

R

R

R

2

R

S

R

R

12

S

S

R

R

23

R

S

S

R

23N

R

S

S

S

123N

S

S

S

S

As discussed in Chapter 1 of this dissertation, a QTL mapping study was conducted with a BC3S3
mapping population generated with the resistant maize inbred NY22613 and the susceptible inbred
Oh7B. The QTLs for NLB resistance detected in that study are listed in Table 2.2. Table 2.3 lists
all the genes that have been currently identified in the QTL regions listed in Table 2.2.

Table 2.2 QTL regions identified for northern leaf blight with the BC3S3 Oh7B X NY22613
mapping population.

Disease

Locus

NLB

1

Physical map

Chromosome Location

37720906

1:37717388..37725221
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NLB

1

19979634

1:19978997..19979751

NLB

2

2484151

2:2476120..2492538

NLB

2

49057160

2:49016939.. 49057266

NLB

2

55560345

2:55560318..55560440

NLB

3

223740910

3:223740841..223745642

NLB

3

171900654

3:171900438..171900685

NLB

4

185566213

4:185529728..185649204

NLB

4

79449676

4:79162068..79451618

NLB

5

215567451

5:215567100..215620081

NLB

6

148650827

6:148633043..148654966

NLB

6

98010324

6:98007087..98010327

NLB

7

100081042

7:100035505..100170373

NLB

8

172365897

8:172365300..172365909

NLB

9

8974761

9:8778978..8974937

NLB

10

36380036

10:36259906..36380814

A differential expression study was conducted with the susceptible inbred Oh7B and the resistant
inbred NY22613 under both field and greenhouse conditions. Plants have shown varying resistance
to pathogens in greenhouse and field conditions in wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) , soybean (Glycine
max (L.) Merr.), tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum L.) and potato (Solanum tuberosum L.) (Boshoff
2000; Pretorius 2007; Twizeyimana et al. 2007; Daub 1989; Liljeroth, 2010). This variation could
be due to differing environmental conditions. We aimed to identify genes that are differentially
expressed between the susceptible and resistant inbreds in greenhouse and field conditions in
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response to NLB inoculation. Differential expression analysis of genes between the infected and
uninfected plants will give us insights into the pathways involved in disease resistance to NLB.

Table 2.3 Genes identified in the QTL regions for NLB

Gene stable ID

Chr Gene description

Gene start (bp)

Gene end (bp)

Zm00001d001887

2 Adenylate kinase 1 chloroplastic

2472648

2482331

Zm00001d001888

2

2482827

2482899

Zm00001d001889

2

2483126

2483198

Zm00001d001890

2

2483438

2483510

Zm00001d001891

2

2483735

2483807

Zm00001d001892

2

2484047

2484119

ENSRNA049444234

2 tRNA-Ala for anticodon CGC

2484047

2484119

Zm00001d001893

2

2487785

2487857

2491277

2493876

49052848

49056045

hydroxyproline-rich glycoprotein
Zm00001d001894

2 family protein
12-oxo-phytodienoic acid

Zm00001d003584

2 reductase5

Zm00001d052276

4 RNA-processing Lsm domain

185636179

185645200

Zm00001d050294

4 VQ motif-containing protein

79210012

79211052

Zm00001d026840

4

79277218

79277703

Zm00001d050295

4

79407612

79412327
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U-box domain-containing protein
Zm00001d050296

4 37

Zm00001d018153

5

79412293

79413137

215596858

215600746

Protein CHROMATIN
Zm00001d018151

5 REMODELING 25

215569988

215588200

Zm00001d018154

5 Beta-adaptin-like protein C

215609881

215612833

215594980

215596255

172365657

172369913

36379483

36384610

Protein SUPPRESSOR OF GENE
Zm00001d018152

5 SILENCING 3
Cell division control protein 6

Zm00001d012320
Zm00001d024008

8 homolog B
10 Auxin-responsive protein IAA27

2.2 Materials and methods

Susceptible maize inbred Oh7B and resistant maize inbred NY22613 were planted at Robert B.
Musgrave research farm in Poplar Ridge, NY in summer 2018. Each inbred was planted in a 20plant row with one row inoculated and one non-inoculated, and three replications for each inbredinoculation treatment combination. Plants in the inoculated treatment rows were inoculated with
S. turcica race 1 at the mid-whorl stage with 4000 spores/ml liquid inoculum. Leaf samples were
collected from maize plants at V6 to V8 stage immediately before inoculation (day - 0) and after
inoculation on day - 7, day - 10 and day - 14. Leaf samples were collected with gloves to avoid
RNAase degrading the quality of RNA samples. Three plants from each 20-plant row were
randomly chosen and leaf samples were collected from leaf 4 to leaf 7 in the leaf blade region.
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This is important since differential expression has been observed in developmental genes in
distinct leaf zones in maize (Li et al. 2010). Leaf samples from each row were pooled. After each
sample collection, the samples were frozen in liquid nitrogen.

In the greenhouse, seeds were planted in thermoformed trays. When the plants were 15.24 cm to
25.40 cm tall they were transplanted into 17.78 X 17.15 cm plant pots. Plants were grown with a
proprietary mix of growth media called Cornell Mix TM. Plants were monitored and watered two
times a day based on need. They were grown under 12 hour photoperiod with high pressure sodium
lamps. Plants were inoculated with S. turcica race 1 at the mid-whorl stage with 4000 spores/ml
liquid inoculum. Samples were collected from maize plants at V6 to V8 stage right before
inoculation (day - 0) and after inoculation on day - 7, day - 10 and day – 14 as done in the field.
Samples were handled similarly to the samples collected in the field and frozen in liquid nitrogen.

Table 2.4 Dates of sample collection for mRNA extraction from field and greenhouse grown
plants.

Greenhouse

Field

Sample Collection Date

mRNA Extraction

September 5 2018

September 5 2018

September 12 2018

September 12 2018

September 15 2018

September 19 2018

September 19 2018

September 20 2018

July 9 2018

July 10 2018
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July 16 2018

July 17 2018

July 19 2018

July 20 2018

July 23 2018

July 23 2018

The frozen samples were stored in a - 80C freezer until mRNA library preparation. Library
preparation was conducted using the TruSeq TM protocol described in the appendix. Sequencing
libraries were obtained for all the samples using Next Seq 500 sequencing platform from
IlluminaTM in the Biotechnology Resource Center at Cornell University. Samples from the field
and greenhouse were run separately in two lanes in Next Seq 500 TM for sequencing. The sequence
data was then transferred to a remote high performance computer at the Biology High Performance
Computing facility at Cornell University. The dates of the samples collected are listed in table 2.4.
The number and time of samples collected are listed in field and greenhouses are listed in Table
5.4 in the appendix.

FastqcTM software was used to generate quality control of the sequence reads. Spliced Transcripts
Alignment to a Reference (STAR) software was used to align RNA-seq reads to the B73 maize
genome (version 4.0) (Dobin et al. 2012). Th eedge R package was used in the R-studio statistical
software for performing differential expression analysis. The qqman package was used to generate
Manhattan plots in R-studio software. Protein analysis through evolutionary relationships
(PANTHER) platform was used to perform the gene ontology analysis (Thomas et al. 2003; Mi et
al. 2013).
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2.3 Results

Analyzing RNA Seq data can be done in multiple platforms such as DESeq (Andres and Huber
2010) and TopHat (Trapnell et al. 2013). We used Spliced Transcripts Alignment to a Reference
(STAR) software to align RNA-seq reads to the B73 maize genome (version 4.0) (Dobin et al.
2012) and the edge R software in R Studio to conduct the differential expression study since this
approach is considered to be more efficient in analyzing RNA Seq data than the aforementioned
platforms (Sun, Personal communication, 2019; Robinson et al. 2010; McCarthy et al. 2012). The
differential expression analysis in edgeR uses a range of statistical methodology based on the
negative binomial distributions. This includes empirical Bayes estimation, exact tests, generalized
linear models and quasi- likelihood tests. The p-values were obtained for differential expression
analysis using exact test and the alpha value was set to 0.001. The counts were normalized before
differential expression analysis. The negative binomial distribution test was performed to obtain
p-values in the RNA Seq experiments.

The scree plots show that a significant number of genes were upregulated and downregulated in
Oh7B vs. NY22613 both in greenhouse and field conditions. In the greenhouse, the differential
expression study between Oh7B and NY22613, revealed that 7082 genes were downregulated and
6842 genes were upregulated. For 8477 genes, expression differences were not significant. In the
field, 5134 genes were downregulated, 5250 genes were upregulated, and 12704 genes showed no
significant difference in expression between Oh7B and NY22613. There was a more marked
difference in the upregulation and downregulation of genes in the greenhouse than in the field
collected samples.
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The multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) plots (Figure 2.3 and 2.4) show clustering of the reads
collected during different time points in one dimension and two genotypes clustered in the other
dimension. Each of the values were created after normalization of reads based on the count value.
The MDS plots were generated for the expression data collected from the field and greenhouses
separately. Both inoculated and uninoculated samples from the resistant (NY22613) and
susceptible inbred (Oh7B) were included in the analysis. Multidimensional scaling plots can be
used to evaluate the variance between biological replicates, and identify sample outliers and
mislabeled samples. The samples collected from maize inbred NY22613 and Oh7B are clearly
clustered (Figures 2.3 and 2.4) based on the genotypes and the timepoints of data collection for
both greenhouse and field conditions.

The differential expression (DE) analysis between NY22613 and Oh7B, in both field and
greenhouse conditions revealed more than 5000 differentially expressed genes between the two
inbreds. In order to identify the genes that are related to disease resistance, a series of differential
expression studies between the inoculated and uninoculated samples was conducted, including
both the resistant and the susceptible inbreds and the field and greenhouse growing environments.
The alpha value for false discovery rates were set to 0.001. The differential expression studies are
grouped as follows:

1. Resistant inoculated Greenhouse vs. Resistant Uninoculated Greenhouse
2. Susceptible inoculated Greenhouse vs. Susceptible Uninoculated Greenhouse
3. Resistant inoculated Field vs. Resistant Uninoculated Field
4. Susceptible inoculated Field vs. Susceptible Uninoculated Field
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5. Resistant inoculated Greenhouse vs. Resistant inoculated Field
6. Susceptible inoculated Greenhouse vs. Susceptible inoculated Field
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Figure 2.1 Scree plot showing average LogCPM plotted against LogFC in the differential
expression study conducted between Oh7B and NY22613 for both inoculated and uninoculated
samples during all the dates in greenhouse. Significantly upregulated and downregulated genes
are in red and genes in black showed no significant change. LogFC = log Fold Changes, LogCPM
= log counts per million.
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Figure 2.2 Scree plot showing average LogCPM plotted against LogFC in the differential
expression study conducted between Oh7B and NY22613 for both inoculated and uninoculated
samples during all the dates in field. Significantly upregulated and downregulated genes are in
red and genes in black showed no significant change. LogFC = log Fold Changes, LogCPM =
log counts per million.
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Figure 2.3 Multidimensional scaling plot of the libraries from the field samples of maize inbreds
Oh7B and NY22613 of both inoculated and uninoculated during all the four sample collection
dates.
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Figure 2.4 Multidimensional scaling plot of the libraries from the greenhouse samples of maize
inbreds Oh7B and NY22613 of both inoculated and uninoculated during all the four sample
collection dates.

The DE analysis between the inoculated and uninoculated NY22613 samples in the greenhouse
revealed that there were 1747 genes that are differentially expressed (Table 2.5) under all the time
points. However, the corresponding analysis in the field revealed only 255 genes that were
differentially expressed under all the time points. The resistant inbred had many more genes
differentially expressed in the greenhouse than in the field. The differential expression analysis
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between the inoculated and uninoculated Oh7B samples in the greenhouse showed only 85 genes
that were differentially expressed. In field samples, inoculated vs. uninoculated Oh7B samples
revealed 299 differentially expressed genes. NY22613 has many more genes differentially
expressed when inoculated with S.turcica than did Oh7B in the greenhouse but in the field Oh7B
had slightly more genes differentially expressed than NY22613.

Table 2.5 Differentially expressed genes between the inoculated and uninoculated NY22613 and
Oh7B samples in greenhouse and field conditions under all the time points.

Number of differentially expressed genes for inoculated vs. Uninoculated samples
Based on P-value (P<0.001)
Greenhouse

NY22613

1747

561

85

1

NY22613

255

44

Oh7B

299

111

Oh7B
Field

Based on q-value (q<0.001)
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Figure 2.5 Differentially expressed genes observed between the inoculated and uninoculated
NY22613 samples in greenhouse conditions. DE genes with P<0.0000000001 are labelled. (See
Figures 5.1 to 5.5 in appendix for Manhattan plots of other DE studies).

Instead of using p values to select the differentially expressed genes, if q values (q<0.001) or false
discovery rates are used, NY22613 DE analysis between the inoculated and uninoculated samples
in the greenhouse revealed 561 genes differentially expressed. The DE analysis between the
uninoculated and inoculated field samples for NY22613 revealed 44 differentially expressed
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genes. Inoculated and uninoculated samples of Oh7B from the greenhouse showed only one
differentially expressed gene. The DE analysis between the inoculated and uninoculated samples
in the field revealed 111 genes differentially expressed. For further analysis, genes that were
obtained using p-values were considered. This is because an alpha value of 0.001 was considered
to be stringent enough for the selection of differentially expressed genes. In conclusion, if we use
either p-values or q -values, when inoculated with S. turcica the resistant inbred reveals more genes
differentially expressed than the susceptible inbred in greenhouse conditions and the susceptible
inbred has more differentially expressed genes than the resistant inbred in field condition.

Collectively, the DE analyses conducted in this study revealed that the DE genes are present
throughout the maize genome in both susceptible and resistant inbreds when inoculated with S.
turica in both field and greenhouse conditions. For example, Figure 2.5 depicts a Manhattan plot
that shows that the DE genes observed between the inoculated and uninoculated NY22613 samples
from the greenhouse were present throughout the maize genome. Even though not all the genes
are associated with disease resistance, this shows the dynamic nature of the maize genome during
plant development and reaction to pathogen attack. The multi-dimensional plots in Figures 2.3 and
2.4 show that the samples collected in the field and greenhouse were clustered based on their
genotype and timepoints of sample collection. In this study, the differential expression between
different timepoints are not explored to focus on the few genes that are differentially expressed
between the susceptible and resistant inbred during both inoculated and uninoculated conditions
in field and greenhouse. However, differential expression between different time points can be
explored in the future to understand the difference in the dynamic expression of the resistance
between the resistance and susceptible genotypes.
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2.4 Discussion

Table 2.6 Differentially expressed gene in susceptible inbred Oh7B identified both in field and
greenhouse conditions when inoculated with S. turcica.

Gene Name

Chromosome Location

Zm00001d024772

Chr10

Function

87301613:87302477

No previously known function in
maize.

The Zm00001d024772 gene was the only gene that was differentially expressed between the
uninoculated and inoculated susceptible (Oh7B) samples both in field and greenhouse conditions.
Zm00001d024772 is a protein coding gene and the function of this gene has not been discovered
in maize. However, homologs of this gene are observed in multiple species as shown in Table 2.7.
Given that this gene is evolutionarily conserved across multiple species, Zm00001d024772 may
be an important candidate gene for further functional analysis.

Table 2.7 Comparative genomic analysis of Zm00001d024772 using Conekt platform (Proost and
Mutwil 2018)

Sequence ID

Species

Description

AT1G48330

Arabidopsis thaliana

No description available

AT3G17580

Arabidopsis thaliana

No description available

GSVIVT01017708001

Vitis vinifera

No description available
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LOC_Os01g18450

Oryza sativa

No description available
ABC-2 and Plant PDR ABC-type

Solyc05g053180.3.1

Solanum lycopersicum
transporter family protein
TRAM, LAG1 and CLN8 (TLC) lipid-

Solyc12g098880.2.1

Solanum lycopersicum
sensing domain containing protein

Zm00001d008196

Zea mays

No description available

Zm00001d010912

Zea mays

No description available

Zm00001d024772

Zea mays

No description available

Table 2.8 Differentially expressed genes in the resistant inbred NY22613 identified both in field
and greenhouse conditions when inoculated with S. turcica.

Gene Name
Zm00001d027691

Chromosome Location
Chr1

11207688:11225217

Function
No previously known function
in maize.

Zm00001d011152

Chr8

140853342:140860116 No previously known function
in maize.

Zm00001d008951

Chr8

26872145:26875807

No previously known function
in maize.

Zm00001d033623

Chr1

269047817:269052874 lox3 (lipoxygenase3) gene – No
previously known function in
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maize. Major role in immunity
in rice.
Zm00001d021770

Chr7

162753384:162762778 No previously known function
in maize.

Zm00001d034421

Chr1

292486760:292492680 No previously known function
in maize.

Six genes were differentially expressed in response to NLB inoculation in the resistant inbred
NY22613 in both field and greenhouse conditions (Table 2.8). Zm00001d027691 has been
identified in shoot apex and immature ears of maize. The function is currently unknown in maize
and there are no identified homologs of this gene in other plant species. Zm00001d011152 and
Zm00001d008951 are expressed in the whole plant. The functions of these genes are unknown in
maize. Homologs of these genes are currently not available in other plant species.

Zm00001d033623 or lipoxygenase 3 (lox3) is a promising candidate gene for disease resistance in
NY22613. Lipoxygenases (LOXs) are a class of enzymes that are non-heme-iron-containing
dioxygenases. They are involved in the catalysis by peroxidation of many polyunsaturated fatty
acids and lipids that results in the production of biologically active oxylipins. Oxylipins are
involved in signal transduction during growth and development, senescence, and several biotic
and abiotic stress responses (Feussner and Wasternack, 2002; Porta and Rocha-Sosa, 2002; Duan
et al. 2005; Liavonchanka and Feussner, 2006). Other byproducts of LOX activity are also
involved in defense responses including direct inhibition of pathogen and accumulation of
phytoalexins (Alami et al. 1999; Lin and Ishii, 2009).
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In arabidopsis, chloroplast lipoxygenase (AT1G72520), a gene that is homologous to lox3, is
required for wound-induced jasmonic acid (JA) accumulation. Arabidopsis plants with this gene
were found to be resistant to Staphylococcus aureus Rosenbach and to accumulate salicylic acid
upon infection (Chauvin et al. 2013; Zhao et al. 2014; Umate 2011; Chauvin 2014; Oliw 2002).
Lipoxygenases are associated with disease resistance in rice against the blast disease caused by
Magnaporthe grisea (T.T.Hebert) M.E.Barr in rice (Marla and Singh 2012). LOX genes are also
known to aid in disease resistance in various other plants such as potato (Solanum tuberosum L.),
eastern cottonwood (Populus deltoides W. Bartram ex Marshall), tomato (Solanum lycopersicum
L.) and grape (Vitis vinifera L.) (Kolomiets et al. 2000; Cheng 2006; Song 2015; Podolyan 2010).

Zm00001d021770 is a protein coding gene that is expressed throughout the maize plant. The
function of this gene in maize is currently unknown. However, homologs of this gene are expressed
in tomato (Solyc04g071880.3.1) and arabidopsis (AT1G78920) and are involved in pyrophosphateenergized membrane proton pumps (Bombarely et al. 2011). Zm00001d034421 is expressed
throughout the plant. The function of this gene is currently unknown in maize. However, a
homolog of this gene, AT3G60830, is known to code for actin-related protein 7. This protein is
required for normal embryogenesis, plant architecture and floral organ abscission in arabidopsis
(Kandasamy et al. 2003).

The commonly differentially expressed genes between group 5 and group 6 is listed in table 5.6 in
appendix.
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2.4.1 Genes that are differentially expressed between greenhouse and field conditions in both
NY22613 and Oh7B when inoculated with S.turcica

The resistant inbred had 2215 genes differentially expressed and the susceptible inbred had 2302
genes differentially expressed. Of these, 623 genes were commonly differentially expressed
between greenhouse and field conditions in both resistant and susceptible inbred. Gene ontology
analysis was conducted for the genes that were commonly differntially expressed between the
resistant and susceptible inbreds in the afore mentioned GE analyses using the PANTHER
platform (Mi et al. 2013).

Genes that are commonly expressed between the resistant and susceptible genotype when
inoculated with S.turcica in both greenhouse and field conditions might be involved in pathogen
recognition and activation of plant defense mechanisms that might result in disease resistance. The
molecular function and cellular component classification of these 623 genes are shown in Figure
2.6. Catalytic activity, binding and transporter activity are the major categories of genes
represented in the analysis under molecular function. Most of the genes were involved in catalytic
activity under molecular functions.
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Figure 2.6 a and b The molecular function (a) and cellular component (b) classification of the
623 genes that are commonly differentially expressed in NY22613 and Oh7B in the differential
expression analysis between greenhouse and field conditions when inoculated with S. turcica.
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Figure 2.7 Biological process classification of the 623 genes that are commonly differentially
expressed in NY22613 and Oh7B in the differential expression analysis between greenhouse and
field conditions when inoculated with S. turcica.
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Figure 2.8 Protein classification of the 623 genes that are commonly differentially expressed in
NY22613 and Oh7B in the differential expression analysis between greenhouse and field
conditions when inoculated with S. turcica, but not differentially expressed in Oh7B under the
same conditions.
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Cell and organelle are the major categories of genes under cellular components. Under biological
processes (Figure 2.7), most genes are classified under metabolic process, cellular process,
biological regulation, localization and response to stimulus. Surprisingly, very few of these genes
are classified under developmental process. Figure 2.6 and 2.7 show only the genes that have been
already annotated.

Under protein classification, (Figure 2.8) most genes are classified under oxidoreductases,
hydrolases, transfer/carrier protein, nucleic acid binding and transporters. Very few receptor,
transferase or adaptor proteins were commonly expressed. Oxidoreductases are enzymes that have
been shown to be involved in plant disease resistance and hypersensitive response in arabidopsis
(Somssich, 1996; Govrin and Levine 2000).

2.4.2 Gene ontology analysis of proteins uniquely expressed in the resistant inbred
NY22613 in the differential expression analysis between greenhouse and field conditions
when inoculated with S.turcica

The resistant inbred had 1592 genes uniquely expressed in the DE study between inoculated inbred
plants in greenhouse and field conditions (i.e. not differentially expressed in Oh7B under these
conditions) (Appendix Table 5.6). Gene ontology analysis was conducted for the genes from
NY22613 that are not commonly differentially expressed. The molecular function, cellular
component and biological process classifications for the uniquely expressed genes in NY22613
had a similar pattern to the commonly expressed genes (data not shown). However, protein
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classification had a markedly different pattern in the uniquely expressed genes than the commonly
expressed genes (Figure 2.9).

Figure 2.9 Protein classification of the 1592 genes that are uniquely differentially expressed in
NY22613 in the differential expression analysis between greenhouse and field conditions when
inoculated with S. turcica.
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Cell adhesion molecule, cell junction protein, extra cellular matrix protein, signaling molecule,
storage protein and structural protein are additional classes of proteins observed in the DE genes
that are uniquely expressed in NY22613 between greenhouse and field conditions when inoculated
with S. turcica.

Table 2.9 Genes in the unique protein classes that were differentially expressed only in NY22613
between greenhouse and field conditions when inoculated with S. turcica.

Gene ID

Protein Classification

Function

Zm00001d012494

Cell adhesion molecule

RING-type E3 ubiquitin transferase

Zm00001d050216

Cell adhesion molecule

Afadin/alpha-actinin-binding protein

Zm00001d043667

cell junction protein

Myosin family protein with Dil domain

Zm00001d042058

extra cellular matrix protein

SART-1 family protein DOT2

Zm00001d028966

signaling molecule

ELMO/CED-12 family protein

Zm00001d012494

signaling molecule

RING-type E3 ubiquitin transferase

Zm00001d012494

storage protein

RING-type E3 ubiquitin transferase

Zm00001d000443

structural protein

Uncharacterized protein
Putative WEB family protein

Zm00001d002485

structural protein

Chloroplastic
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Among these genes, Zm00001d012494 was classified under cell adhesion molecule, signaling
molecule and storage protein. Thus multifunctional proteins could play a role in the difference in
disease resistance observed between the field and greenhouse conditions.

2.4.3 NLB specific expression and multiple disease resistance in NY22613

The liguleless1 (Zm00001d002005) gene is differentially expressed in the susceptible Oh7B
between the greenhouse and field samples when inoculated with S. turcica (Table 5.5 in the
Appendix). This gene was not commonly differentially expressed in the resistant inbred, between
the greenhouse and field samples when inoculated with S. turcica. We conducted a QTL mapping
study for NLB, GLS and SW using the Oh7B X NY22613 mapping population. In that study 49
QTLs were involved in disease resistance. Four QTLs were in regions where QTLs for resistance
for more than one disease were colocalized (see Table 1.6). The liguleless1 gene is present in the
QTL region that is found in chromosome 2 between the markers S2_4211875 and S2_4257983.
Interestingly, QTL for disease resistance to GLS and SW colocalized in this region; but no NLB
QTL were found in this region in our study. With the expression study, liguleless1 was
differentially expressed between field and greenhouse conditions when inoculated with S. turcica.
In the QTL analysis, liguleless1 was associated with disease resistance to GLS and SW. Thus, it
is an interesting candidate gene that might be associated with multiple disease resistance.

Identifying causative genes using expression studies can be challenging because of various
confounding genes that might be detected during the analysis that might be actually associated
with other functions. Further, functional characterization of the genes of interest using genome
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editing methods such as CRISPR-cas9 (Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic
Repeats - Cas9), can help in understanding the function of these genes and their possible role in
disease resistance.
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CHAPTER 3

SCIENCE COMMUNICATION OF QUANTITATIVE GENETICS FOR PUBLIC
UNDERSTANDING OF DIRECT TO CONSUMER - GENOME TESTING

3.1 Introduction

In science, distinct disciplines exist in order to study and specialize in a field. During this
pursuit of specialization, it is easy to disregard the application of ideas developed in a certain area
of research to a different context. The ideas developed in crop genetics can easily be translated in
the field of animal and human genetics and vice versa. For example, several ideas that have been
developed in plant genetics (like the discovery of genetic theory in pea plants by Mendel), laid the
foundation of the field of genetics of human and animal diseases. Several data analysis methods
(like mixed models) that were developed in animal breeding have been widely used in plant
breeding (Kampourakis 2013; Searle 1991). Thus ideas emanate between different fields of
research in biology. Despite this phenomenon in academia, due to a number of reasons, ideas in
genetics are sharply separated from the public (Bensaude-Vincent 2001). History has shown that
if ideas are not transparent, lack of trust between scientists and the public can result in unforeseen
societal and political consequences (Garvin 2001).

We are currently at a crucial point in history, where low cost genome sequencing has
enabled the masses to have their own, and in some cases their family’s genomic data. This is
because low cost genome sequencing technologies enabled direct to consumer genetic testing
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(DTC-GT) companies to estimate ancestry and predict disease using genomic data (Fujimura and
Rajagopalan 2011). Most DTC-GT companies achieve this through genome wide profiling and
conducting genome wide association studies (GWAS) on individuals (Bloss et al. 2011). GWAS
has been used to study trait genetics in plants, animals and humans (Hayes 2013). Genomic
selection and prediction studies have been more widely used on plant and animal genomic data
more than on human genomic data. This is mainly due to the large scale availability of plant and
animal genomic data from industry and academic breeding programs (Daetwyler et al. 2013;
Brachi et al. 2011). However, the rise of DTC-GT companies has the potential to increase the
number of genome wide association and genomic prediction studies using human genomic data.
Among the criteria for collecting human genome data ethically are clear communication with
publics about the scientific methods being used to collect and use human genomic data (Fraker
and Mazza 2011). This situation precipitates the need for governments and educators of our
generation think seriously about communicating various aspects of genomic data.

However, public understanding of genetics is a complex communication challenge that has
been studied by several authors. In the US, it has been found to range from believing that genes
absolutely determine a person’s health to believing that genes might make them susceptible to
certain health conditions (Parrot et al. 2012). The lack of efficient communication of the results of
genetic testing has been reported in various studies (Powell 2012; Hock 2011; Marteau 2010).
Communicating the risks and benefits of genomic technologies to the public is an area that is
largely unaddressed. This chapter explores the potential of science communication of quantitative
genetics to the public through the story of quantitative genetics in agriculture and the participation
of plant and animal breeders/geneticists in the science communication of quantitative genetics and
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policy related to DTC-GT. To understand the issues that publics should know about quantitative
genetics, it will be helpful to understand several key concepts: low cost genome sequencing,
genome wide association studies (GWAS), and genomic prediction.

3.2 Low Cost Genome Sequencing

Low cost genome sequencing has led to an abundance in data collected in biology. The sequence
reserve archives of the United States National Institutes of Health (NIH) currently harbor ~32,000
microbial genomes, ~5,000 plant and animal genomes, and ~250,000 individual human genomes.

Figure 3.1 Cost for sequencing per genome has decreased sharply from the year 2001 to the year
2015. The cost has gone down much faster than predicted by Moore’s law. Note that estimating
the accurate cost for genome sequence is hard due to the complex nature of the process.
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The development in computation and the recent 5G technology enables transfer and analysis of
large genomic data sets within a much shorter time. The time when people can view their genomes
through their smart phone applications is not far and it is therefore important to educate the public
on genetics and genomics in order for them to understand their genome. By 2025, the rate of data
generated through genomics will exceed the data generated in the fields of astronomy, YouTube
and Twitter and approach one zetta base of sequence data/year (Stephens et al. 2015). While the
data generated through Twitter and YouTube is readily available to anyone with access to internet,
genomic data has been largely unavailable to the public. This trend is changing rapidly due to the
decreasing cost of genome sequencing and increasing computing power.

The first human genome was sequenced in 2001 and it cost US $2.7 billion. Since then remarkable
developments in DNA sequencing technology have resulted in significant reduction in cost and
the time required to sequence a human genome (Figure 3.1). After the first genome was sequenced,
scientists predicted the cost of DNA sequencing could go down to $1000 (Wolinsky 2007). It is
important to note that sequencing is not genotyping. DTC-GT companies like 23andMe and
AncestryDNA look into less than one percent of an individual’s complete genome sequence. As
shown in the Figure 3.1, development in DNA sequencing technology have been much faster than
the development in transistor technology. By 2015, the cost of sequencing whole human genomes
was less than $1000. In 2018, Veritas Genetics offered to sequence an individual’s genome for
less than $200 (Molteni, 2018). This relatively low cost of genome sequencing led to the rapid
development of low cost direct to consumer genome technologies (DTC-GT) and personal
genomics. Along with this rise in DTC-GT technology arose complex ethical, legal and social
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issues that are largely unaddressed by companies offering DTC-GT and personal genomics
services (Molteni, 2018).

By 2018, more than one million people had their whole genomes sequenced and 17 million people
had their DNA analyzed with direct-to-consumer tests (Molteni, 2018). Expecting the public to
understand their genomic data using quantitative genetics can occur only after rigorous outreach
efforts by multiple academic and governmental institutions. Public universities and regulatory
agencies have an opportunity to play a role in helping the public understand their genomic data
clearly so that they can make informed life decisions through their genomic data. One way to
communicate genomics to the public is through communication of quantitative genetics. So far,
only the genetics community has really delved into quantitative genetics. The eugenic origins of
quantitative genetics in humans has prevented it from being communicated to the masses (Kevles
1995). While the history of quantitative genetics in humans is ugly, it is inspiring in agriculture.
Quantitative genetics has enabled plant breeders to save millions of lives in the developing world
by breeding high yielding crops. It has improved the milk and egg production by several times. It
has helped us increase crop production and is one of the major tools employed by scientists to
produce enough food for our future. These stories in agriculture can be used to explain quantitative
genetics to a wider audience of the public.

3.3 Genome Wide Association Studies

GWAS is a research tool to study the genetic basis of traits and was first developed in humans to
study myocardial infarction (Ohnishi et al. 2002). Due to low cost genome sequencing and other
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developments in genomics, it is currently used consistently for gene discovery, especially to reveal
risk alleles for complex traits (non-Mendelian traits usually controlled by multiple genes) in
humans, plants and animals (Hirschhorn 2005). However, GWAS is only able to explain a small
fraction of the heritability of complex traits through the variants (high density molecular markers
that are associated with the trait). This missing heritability of complex traits while using GWAS
is a major drawback in studying complex traits such as disease resistance in humans (Manolio
2009; Schork et al. 2013). This is because the genetic architecture of such traits might be controlled
by many genetic variants with individually small effects, thus limiting the power of GWAS
(Glazier et al. 2002). For example, genome wide association studies of obesity explain less than
two percent of the variance observed in heritable body mass index. Even though GWAS only
explains a small fraction of the heritability at this point in time, it is still one of the most powerful
tools available to study complex traits. Well-designed GWAS studies have the potential to identify
causative alleles or the nature of inheritance of several important quantitative traits such as yield
in agriculture and heart disease in humans.

However, the clinical validity of GWAS for complex traits has been questioned by scientists and
medical professionals. This is because GWAS is meant to be used as a research tool by scientists
rather than a diagnostic tool. Credible genetic associations, positive and negative predictive values
of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and the uncertainty of risk due to the interaction
between genes are some of the major concerns with genome wide association studies (Fraker and
Mazza 2012).
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In order to have standardized practice, researchers who conduct GWAS are encouraged to have
large and diverse study samples from populations that provide useful information about the trait
being studied; molecular markers that are polymorphic for the trait being studied, inexpensive and
reliable; they are also asked to employ experimental designs and statistical methods that reduce
bias and increase statistical power (Hirschhorn 2005). Despite these recommendations, practical
difficulties prevent researchers from having a standard GWAS protocol, especially in humans.
GWAS in humans for certain diseases has been shown to be not diverse enough to include
individuals from many ethnic groups and can result in spurious diagnosis in minority communities
(Medina-Gomez et al. 2015; Shields et al. 2005).

GWAS has been used to predict educational achievement of students and has been suggested as a
basis for designing educational systems (Selzam et al. 2016). However, GWAS on cognitive
abilities and intelligent quotient (IQ) tests do not account for social and environmental conditions
accurately and have been called “meaningless” (Richardson 2017). If this is not communicated to
the public properly, such meaningless studies can impact society. For example, the use of IQ to
predict education success has been debunked over and over again (McCall 1977; Berliner et al.
2014). However, the challenges in communicating this to the public has led to people still using
IQ tests to predict intelligence (Stanovich 2009).

In another example, a GWA study identified 44 risk loci that are linked to major depressive
disorder (MDD) (Wray et al. 2018). Even though GWAS for diseases like MDD help in the
identification of major molecular pathways that are associated with the trait, using them as a
diagnostic tool is not recommended. This is because complex traits like MDD are controlled both
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by several genes and by a number of environmental factors, as well as the interaction between the
genes and the environment. Another major drawback in predicting MDD using genotyping is that
traits like MDD vary over time (Dunn et al. 2015).

In 2017, multiple GWA studies were used to study male sexual orientation and some studies have
shown significant association of markers to sexual orientation (Svrakic 2017; Sanders 2017).
However, other studies have shown no significant association of markers to sexual orientation
(Ramagopalan et al. 2010). Just like MDD, sexual orientation is also a trait that is affected by a
number of environmental and social factors. These GWA studies on quantitative traits can be used
to genotype individuals and used to classify humans based on their genetics. Such studies, while
helping us understand more about the human condition and biology, should also be communicated
to the public clearly. If not, the social ramifications due to genomic data can be quite damaging to
societies. This is because classifying people based on their genetics can put minorities at risk,
especially in parts of the world that are intolerant to diversity.

Several other quantitative traits that are explained by GWAS suffer from similar drawbacks. Even
in the scientific community, the drawbacks of GWAS are not completely understood by all
researchers (Begum et al. 2012). Academia suffers from problems like p-hacking where
researchers modify their data or statistical tests to obtain a significant result (Head et al. 2015)
Expecting the public to understand the limitations of GWAS and asking them to make decisions
based on them is risky business, to say the least.
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Even though genotyping and GWAS struggle with explaining quantitative disorders in humans,
they can scan an individual for certain important Mendelian traits and even help people identify
long lost family (Meagher and Berg, 2018). However, the questions related to oversight,
responsibility to disseminate information, privacy, personal and social value are still unanswered.
In order to address these issues, the public should be made aware of the potential of DTC-GT and
genomics. The US National Academies of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine recommended
enhancing credible knowledge synthesis and dissemination of information to providers of DTCGT and to consumers (Fraker and Mazza 2011). Communication of genetics, genotyping and
genomic technologies to the public is a complex process. Communicating how GWAS works by
addressing the benefits and drawbacks of the technology using quantitative genetics is a clear and
direct approach that can start to address the knowledge gap between the academia and the public.

3.4 GWAS and quantitative traits

Quantitative genetics deals with inheritance of traits that are continuous in nature like human
height and yield in plants. Traits that are qualitative in nature are discontinuous, such as eye color
in humans or flower color in peas. These traits are studied by a field of genetics called Mendelian
genetics (Lynch and Walsh 1996). Mendelian traits have virtually 100 percent probability of being
expressed when the relevant gene is present, like Huntington’s disease (HTT gene), or a significant
increase in the probability of being expressed like the breast cancer genes BRCA1 and BRCA2
(Fraker and Mazza 2011).
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Studies have shown that the public are interested in knowing more about quantitative traits like
cancer rather than Mendelian diseases like thalassemia, which are less common among the general
population. However, since quantitative genetics is a sophisticated field and requires advanced
skill sets, even many biologists are not well versed in it (Lynch and Walsh 1996).

The major option available for the public to currently understand their genomic data is through
genetic counselors. However, access to genetic counselors is limited based on health insurance
coverage and state regulation. In the US, only 45 universities offer accredited genetic counseling
training (ACGC, 2019). According to the National Society of Genetic Counselors (NSGC), only
22 states provide genetic counseling licenses. Genetic information interpretation is a specialized
skill set. Even medical professionals such as nurses and primary care physicians have been shown
to struggle with interpreting genetic data (Anderson 1996; Daack-Hirsch et al. 2012; Prows et al.
2005; Powell et al. 2012; Nippert et al. 2011). The Accreditation Council for Genetic Counseling
(ACGC) states that the number of genetic counselors needs to increase fast and they need to be
licensed by state in order to provide services.

In the US, health insurance providers cover genetic testing variably and genetic counseling is not
usually covered. The Access to Genetic Counselor Services Act of 2018 proposes the coverage of
genetic counseling by Medicare, the national health insurance program in the United States, that
is under the Social Security Administration. This act has the potential to increase the availability
of genetic counselling to people for clinical genetic testing, but not DTC-GT. The genome
sequencing companies like Veritas Genetics offer free counseling services for 30 minutes. DTCGT companies offer introductory genetics training through their websites (Molteni, 2018).
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However, the efficacy of these training strategies in providing accurate information about
quantitative trait inheritance is yet to be studied. Thus access to accurate information about
quantitatively inherited diseases for DTC-GT is sparse and could result in misinterpretation of
genetic testing. The social and ethical implications of this knowledge gap between the consumers
and the DTC-GT providers can be only speculated. Communication programs that help in teaching
quantitative genetics can be a part of the solution to this problem.

Another reason for communication of quantitative genetics to the public is its complexity relative
to qualitative genetics. Genotyping results for traits that are inherited in a Mendelian fashion are
straight forward. In humans, diseases that are inherited in Mendelian fashion are not common
(usually one in one thousand in small populations). Despite this, 3,678 Mendelian genes are
identified to be definitively linked to disorders in humans. Quantitatively inherited diseases like
Alzheimer’s, cancer, cardiovascular disease and diabetes are more complex and are common in
the general population. However, only 505 genes are definitively associated with complex or
quantitative traits in humans (OMIM, 2019). This demonstrates how the inheritance of quantitative
traits needs more communication programs than the inheritance of Mendelian traits.

Further, several GWAS studies have been done in plants. In plants, GWAS has been used to study
traits like yield, disease resistance, height, flowering time and drought tolerance (Wang et al. 2019;
Chen et al. 2015; Wang and Qin 2017; Peiffer et al. 2014; Buckler et al. 2009). Communicating
how GWAS works with plant traits like yield can be less controversial than using human
quantitative traits like intelligence. Geneticists could use the plant traits to generate communication
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strategies and educators could use plant genetics to design course materials for schools that could
teach about GWAS and how it works.

3.5 Genomic Prediction

For the most part of the 20th century, the availability of morphological, biochemical or genetic
markers was the major constraint in plant and animal selection. The discovery of single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) and their abundance totally changed the field of plant breeding into a data
driven field. Using the genome of an organism (usually genome-wide SNP data) to predict its
performance in the future can be referred to as genomic prediction. In plant breeding, genomic
prediction is a strategy in which individuals of a breeding population are selected in an early stage
(sometimes even at seed stage) based on their genomic data. Individuals are selected based on
genomic estimated breeding values (GEBV) that are developed in a training population
(Meuwissen et al. 2001). Plant and animal breeders have used genomic prediction to select for
quantitative traits. Several quantitative genetics concepts like heritability, best linear unbiased
predictors and GEBVs were in fact developed in the field of animal and plant breeding (Hayes
2013; Bernardo 2010).

The development of genomic selection has revolutionized animal and plant breeding (Hayes 2013).
Genomic selection assumes that all the molecular markers (SNPs) might be linked to a gene
affecting the trait. This strategy focuses on estimating the effect of molecular markers rather than
testing for their individual significance (Heffner et al. 2009) This process has been widely
successful in plant and animal breeding programs in selecting for quantitative traits like yield, milk
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production etc. (Goddard et al. 2007). The spurious availability of human genomic data and the
ethics of looking at certain traits were the major hurdles for such studies in humans (Abraham et
al. 2016).

Before the availability of single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) molecular markers, usage of
other molecular markers (e.g., restriction fragment length polymorphisms or simple sequence
repeats) and biochemical markers was practiced in animal and plant breeding through practices
like marker assisted selection (MAS). Molecular markers in plant breeding have been used for
selecting simply inherited traits that are hard to select for using phenotypic selection since they
were first available (Bernardo 2014). This is similar to the genetic testing conducted in sperm
banks to identify donors with major diseases that are inherited in Mendelian fashion. The ethics
related to genetic testing is discussed by several authors (Benward 2015; Aziza-Shuster 1994). The
ethics of use of genomic tools in human genomic data should be studied more and communicated
to the public.

Genomic prediction and genomic selection strategies for multiple crop and animal breeding
scenarios have been discussed by several authors (Crossa et al. 2013; Windhausen et al. 2012;
Morota et al. 2014; Hayes et al. 2010; Edwards et al. 2019). Without proper regulation or ethical
guidelines, one can imagine how the quantitative genetic tools developed in plant and animal
breeding (e.g., genomic prediction and selection models) could be easily used for selecting human
embryos based on their genetics for quantitative traits like intelligence. In fact, some companies
are actually attempting to conduct selection in human embryos for polygenic and single gene
disorders. A company named “Genomic Prediction” has raised $4.5 million. They offer tests that
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cost between $150 to $1000 for selecting individual embryos (Genomeweb 2019). Even though
the name of the company might not have anything to do with the selection strategy used in such
practices, the practice of selecting embryos for quantitative traits using a genomic prediction
strategy developed through plant and animal breeding raises questions on oversight. Science
communication can help the society to come together and make informed decisions on these issues.

Genomic prediction strategies willfully ignore the biology between molecular markers and traits.
Assigning individuals or embryos a breeding value based on their genetic information and using
genomic prediction as an diagnostic tool in humans or embryos is unethical. While discriminating
against embryos doesn’t have oversight, discriminating humans based on their genomic
information is illegal in the US. However, several countries have little or no legislation on
oversight of using genomic data.

This necessitates the public to get educated on quantitative genetics or else individuals who don’t
have the privilege of protecting their genetic information will suffer the consequences of genetic
information discrimination. GWAS and genomic predicction have served well as research tools,
however their use as diagnostic tools in humans is highly questionable and can be highly damaging
to societies (Kay et al. 2010). The geneticists who develop GWAS and genomic prediction tools
can be in the plant, animal or human genetics world. They should be able to communicate to the
lawmakers on why these tools are not suitable for diagnostic purposes in humans. Further,
geneticists can play a major role in making the “black box” of GWAS and genomic prediction
more transparent so that they can be used ethically to benefit humanity.
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3.6 Regulation of DTC-GT

In the US, the laws that govern the regulation of DTC-GT are the 1976 Medical Device
Amendments, the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, the Clinical Laboratory Improvement
Amendments, the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act, and the Genetic
Information Nondiscrimination Act (Fraker and Mazza 2011). The regulatory authority that is
involved in regulating DTC-GT is the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). In the US, due to
regulatory reasons, DTC-GT companies like AncestryDNA and 23andMe focused on ancestory
tests alone. The validity and ethics of these ancestry tests have been questioned by several
geneticists, ethicists and anthropologists (Schaper and Schicktanz 2018). In some cases, even twins
were shown to have different DTC-GT sets of results (Agro and Denne 2018). In 2017, the FDA
allowed DTC-GT companies to conduct screening for ten human diseases after carefully reviewing
and confirming that certain genetic markers are more consistently linked with those human
diseases (Ramos and Weissman 2018) (See Table 3.1).

Globally, the regulatory scenario for direct to consumer genetic testing is changing fast. For
example, in the European Union, DTC-GT is subject to the 1998 In Vitro Diagnostic Devices
Directive (IVDD). In the UK, in addition to IVDD, the Human Tissue Act of 2004 also regulates
the DTC-GT. The regulatory institutions for DTC-GT in the UK are the Genetic Testing Network
and the Human Genetics Commission. In 2003, the Human Genetics Commission advised the use
of DTC-GT only in a clinical setting with pre-and post-test counseling. However, by 2007, the
commission classified DTC-GT as medium risk and did not require the strict regulatory procedures
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that it suggested in 2003. In 2009, the UK encouraged the DTC-GT companies to come up with a
universal code of practice (Fraker and Mazza 2019).

In Germany, by April 2009, the parliament passed legislation that banned DTC-GT. Only
physicians could administer genetic tests to patients with informed consent (Rafiq et al.. 2015). In
most of the developing countries like India, even though DTC-GT is available, the regulations are
still being developed or there are no regulations for such tests (Wright and Gregory-Jones 2010).

Regulation of the same technology has been very different in the plant, animal and human genetic
worlds. In humans, genetically engineered t-cells have been used to cure leukemia (Porter et al.
2011). Genetically engineered viruses have been used to treat brain cancer (Desjardins et al. 2018).
Although these genetically engineered organisms are usually experimental procedures, in some
cases genetically engineered viruses have been approved by the FDA for treatment. For example,
FDA approved the treatment of inherited retinal blindness through genetically engineered viruses
for a company named Luxturna (Darrow 2019).

In plants, regulation of genetically engineered organisms (so-called “GMOs”) has been a struggle
in several parts of the world. Regulation of genome edited organisms has also been a confusing
regulatory challenge (Strauss and Sax 2016). For example, the genome edited crop plants will not
be considered as GMOs in the US but in Europe they were declared to be GMOs (Kim and Kim
2016; Wight 2018). The genome edited cows in the US are currently legally considered as a drug
and are currently not allowed in the market (Carroll et al. 2016). Genome edited salmon are
commercially available for consumers in Canada. For consumers in the US, FDA has regulated
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these salmon, but they are still not available in the market due to new rules stipulating
establishment of labeling requirements (Ledford 2019).

While regulation has been complicated for plant and animal applications, use of these tools in
humans should merit even more stringent oversight. DTC-GT through GWAS should not be used
as a diagnostic tool and the regulatory procedures for these technologies should be clearly outlined
for both research and diagnostic purposes by FDA and other respective regulatory organizations.
From the regulatory stories of GMO and gene edited organisms, it is clear that the same technology
can be regulated differently among plants, animals and humans and in different countries. Further
without proper communication, the laws governing these technologies will be more complex in
the globalized market.

3.7 Quantitative genetics and society

When it comes to genetic studies, the public understanding of genetics varies in a wide range and
usually it is considered poor. At this stage, expecting the public to understand quantitative genetics
might sound like an ambitious goal. However, the recent rise in DTC-GT technologies leave us no
choice but to communicate quantitative genetics to the public. Usage of quantitative genetics in
plant and animal breeding has resulted in the abundance of food in the developed world, especially
meat, dairy, and corn (Hayes 2013; Hallauer et al. 2010). Despite enjoying the benefits of
quantitative genetics every day, the public is not aware of the science. This is because of the
complex nature of the science and the number of pre-requisites that are necessary to understand
the science along with several other reasons (Lynch and Walsh 1998). For
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example,

communicating uncertainty through probabilities in climate change to the public has been proven
to be challenging (Morgan 2009 ; Fischhoff and Davis 2014). According to the Center For Disease
Control and Prevention, explaining probabilities with words like “one in five adults suffer from
mental illness” could help people understand probabilities better. In a similar manner, the public
can be educated about quantitative genetics with educational programs that use language that
targets the general audience instead of just graduate students and scientists.

One of the major challenges to communicate quantitative genetics to the public is the lack of trust
that exist between geneticists and the general public. This is due to the eugenic origins of
quantitative genetics. Popular scientists who first studied human genetics like Dr. Francis Galton
and Dr. Charles Davenport were eugenicists (Mukherjee 2016; Zimmer 2018). Reestablishing the
trust between scientists and the public, especially with people of color and minorities, is important
for the public to fully appreciate the positive effects of DTC-GT and quantitative genetics.

In this era of lack of online privacy, it is hard to protect your personal health information from
hackers. Even companies with massive resources to protect their data are known to be hacked
(Morey et al. 2015). The risk of DTC-GT companies being hacked raises regulatory questions
related to DNA privacy. Concerns related to identity theft, targeted marketing by pharmaceutical
companies, discrimination in insurance or employment and even concerns related to creation of
synthetic DNA have been raised by the public (Giovanni et al. 2010). Even though, DTC-GT
results have been used by law enforcement to identify culprits who got away with their crimes, it
is still unclear if using a family member’s DNA to catch a culprit oversteps DNA privacy (Guerrini
et al. 2018).
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Table 3.1 List of diseases that are allowed by the FDA to be screened by DTC-GT services.
Serial No.

Condition

Description

1

Parkinson's disease

Nervous system disorder impacting movement

2

Late-onset

Progressive brain disorder that destroys memory and

Alzheimer's disease

thinking skills

3

Celiac disease

Disorder resulting in the inability to digest gluten

4

Alpha-1 antitrypsin

Disorder that raises the risk of lung and liver disease

deficiency
5

Early-onset primary

Movement disorder involving involuntary muscle

dystonia

contractions and other uncontrolled movements

6

Factor XI deficiency

Blood clotting disorder

7

Gaucher disease type

Organ and tissue disorder

1
8

Glucose-6-phosphate

Red blood cell condition

dehydrogenase
deficiency
9

Hereditary

Iron overload disorder

hemochromatosis
10

Hereditary

Blood clot disorder

thrombophilia

The benefits of DTC-GT cannot be overlooked. Individuals who seek to have their DNA tested
should be able to do so. The clinical and personal value depends on the trait and the individual.
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Table 3.1 shows the list of diseases that the FDA has approved for the DTC-GT companies to
diagnose. A good science communication program can enable the consumers to understand and
appreciate their genome better.

Science miscommunication of genetics might result in political and civil unrest in some parts of
the world. In certain parts of the world, the consequences of a person being identified to belong to
a certain tribe, caste, sexuality or intelligence based on their genomic data might result in
discrimination (Niemiec and Howard 2016).

3.8 Conclusion

The rise of DTC-GT companies has led to the reduction in price to have one’s genome sequenced
or tested. The public should be able to make informed decisions based on their genomic data.
Science communication of quantitative genetics is essential for the public to understand their
genomic data. However, communicating quantitative genetics to a diverse audience can be
challenging due to the eugenic origins of the field in humans. The positive stories of quantitative
genetics in agriculture can be used to communicate quantitative genetics to a diverse audience.
Public learning of science comes from news, entertainment, advertising and social media.
Communicating science to the public clearly without misinformation in this era is a complex
process that is still being studied (Peterson 2001; Scheufele et al. 2019). Strategies to address
science miscommunication can be developed specifically for quantitative genetics. Studying and
targeting major misconceptions of the public when it comes to quantitively inherited diseases like
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cancer will aid in developing communication strategies that help in narrowing down and
addressing major public misconceptions.

Research grants for genetics projects can include a budget section for science communication
projects (Motta 2019). Even though science communication will not happen over-night, scientists
should strive for that ultimate goal. The US National Academies of Sciences, Engineering and
Medicine have advised scientists to aid in credible knowledge synthesis and dissemination of
information to providers and consumers (Fraker and Mazza 2011). This is possible only through a
multi-faceted approach in which scientists in multiple fields such as quantitative geneticists,
communication professionals, social scientists, genetic counsellors and primary care physicians
need to follow an interdisciplinary approach.

GWAS has been used in plants, animals and human populations to study quantitative traits. Using
GWAS to diagnose diseases, especially quantitatively inherited diseases, is considered unethical
(Kaye et al. 2010). Clear regulation and oversight of use of GWAS to diagnose diseases should be
outlined by regulatory agencies.

GWAS and genomic prediction studies employ a black box approach to select for a certain trait or
to explain the variance of a certain trait. If these methods are used in diagnosis of traits, how they
work should be more transparent. Science communication of quantitative genetics can play a major
role in making this black box more transparent to the consumers. Geneticists are not usually trained
to be effective science communicators. Programs that offer training to be effective science
communicators for faculty can assist in the effective dissemination of quantitative genetics
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information to the public. For example, the Alan Alda center for Communicating Science is known
to train scientists in the art of communication (Kaldy, 2019).

The rapid development of DTC-GT can be a powerful resource to the public and scientific
community in understanding and studying quantitative traits. Involving the public in the post
GWAS analysis for quantitative traits through a virtual web-based platform is being experimented
by scientists in Queensland University, Australia (Cuellar-Partida et al. 2019). Such efforts
increase the transparency in the scientific process.

Academics should develop robust

communication strategies that have the potential to build trust between geneticists and the public.
Only then the fruits of genomics can serve diverse communities from all walks of life.
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CHAPTER 4
SUMMARY

Genomic technologies are increasingly used in human, plant and animal biology to understand the
genetic basis of complex traits. We aimed to understand the genetic basis of multiple disease
resistance demonstrated by maize inbred NY22613. We developed a BC 3S3 biparental mapping
population titled the OHNY mapping population using the resistant inbred NY22613 and the
susceptible inbred Oh7B. We used the mapping population to identify disease resistance QTL for
northern leaf blight (NLB), Stewart’s wilt (SW) and gray leaf spot (GLS). Our QTL mapping
analysis identified that 16 QTL were associated with NLB resistance, 17 QTL were associated
with GLS resistance and 16 QTL were associated with SW resistance. No QTL were colocalized
for all three diseases. In our study, three QTL were shared for NLB and GLS and one QTL was
shared for GLS and SW.

In chromosome 2, the colocalized GLS and SW QTL is located between markers S2_4211875 and
S2_4257983. This region includes the liguleless1 gene that encodes a nuclear-localized protein
that is needed for induction of ligules and auricles during maize leaf organogenesis. In addition,
liguleless1 works with liguleless2 and might be associated with the salicylic acid pathway. In
chromosome 7, the colocalized GLS and NLB QTL is located between markers S7_100035505
and S7_100170373. In chromosome 9, the colocalized GLS and NLB QTL is located between
markers S9_8778978 and S9_8974937. In chromosome 10, the colocalized GLS and NLB QTL is
located between markers S10_36259906 and S10_36380814. This region has the Auxin/Indole-3Acetic Acid (Aux/IAA)-transcription factor 42 gene. The function of this gene is previously
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unknown in maize. However, the class of transcription factors has been associated with the
salicylic acid pathway and might be involved in the activation of R genes.

Selecting for families that are resistant to multiple diseases for breeding purposes using only
phenotypic data can be challenging. We demonstrate a new method titled High dEnsity Marker
Phenotype (HEMP) QTL selection, in which we use phenotypic data along with SNP marker data
and QTL data to select for disease resistant families. We show that we were not able to select for
even a single family that was resistant for NLB, GLS and SW using phenotypic data alone.
However, by using the HEMP QTL selection strategy, we were able to select 23 families that might
have alleles with the potential to improve multiple disease resistance.

A series of differential expression studies were conducted between the resistant inbred NY22613
and the susceptible inbred Oh7B under both greenhouse and field conditions. The differential
expression analysis study revealed that in greenhouses, 7082 genes were downregulated in
NY22613 relative to Oh7B, 6842 genes were upregulated, and 8477 genes were showed no
differences in expression level between these two inbreds. In field conditions, 5134 genes were
downregulated in NY22613 relative to Oh7B, 5250 genes were upregulated and 12704 genes did
not differ significantly in expression between the two inbreds.

When inoculated with S. turcica, six genes were shown to be differentially expressed in both field
and greenhouse conditions in NY22613. Zm00001d027691 and Zm00001d034421 located on
chromosome 1, Zm00001d011152 and Zm00001d008951 located on chromosome 8 and
Zm00001d021770 located on chromosome 7 have no previously known function.
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Zm00001d033623, also known as lipoxygenase3, has no previously known function in maize,
however it is known to play a major role in disease resistance in rice.

From the QTL analysis and the expression analysis, it was found that the liguleless1 gene is an
interesting candidate gene for multiple disease resistance. This gene is present on chromosome 2
between the markers S2_4211875 and S2_4257983. This region has a QTL that is colocalized for
GLS and SW disease resistance. In the differential expression study that involved inoculated
susceptible inbred Oh7B in both field and greenhouse conditions, liguleless1 was associated with
disease resistance for NLB.

The discussion of science communication of quantitative genetics might seem a bit distant from
the first two chapters. However, working on projects that dealt with big data such as RNASeq and
QTL analyses made me realize the importance of quantitative genetics to interpret biological data
sets. Currently, due to reduced genome sequencing costs, direct-to-consumer genomic technology
companies are using human genome sequencing to predict ancestry and disease probabilities. If
these predictions are misinterpreted, it could lead the public to make major life changing decisions
that might not be justified. This also raises questions on ethics, regulation and science
communication. The third chapter details the importance of science communication of quantitative
genetics and stresses the importance of participation by plant and animal geneticists in the
regulation and communication of quantitative genetics.
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